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“People are not cases. People are not numbers.
People are not files. People need to be listened
to. That is what we are in the process of
creating: an ear for the face of MEPA..”
Mr Andrew Calleja I.A.P. - Chairman

chairman’s report
"The greatest pleasure in life is achieving what others stated you
could not accomplish."
This little thought expressed by an anonymous sage expressed
exactly the feelings I had when I was looking back at the
performance of the Malta Environment and Planning Authority
during this financial year. It was a busy year and a look at this
year’s annual report will give details on the various efforts
undertaken by MEPA and what has been attained. This year, the
Major Projects team concluded over 450 applications and
presented MEPA board with 47 projects which have injected
Lm100, 000,000 into the economy. This translates into a
contribution of about 5.5% of the GDP. Not a bad feat for an
authority often accused of impeding economic growth.
Early this year, the Planning Directorate was heavily involved in
the publication of the Design and Policy Guidance 2005 document.
This is an invaluable basic tool for all planners and architects as
it gives direction and guidance on various aspects of what is
acceptable in construction. This was a major undertaking and
the result of painstaking consultation and collaboration. The
constant dialogue with the architects and stakeholders led to
the formulation of policies which respond effectively to modern
situations. To name but one, there is the introduction of a receded
penthouse on buildings of three stories. The introduction of this
policy will mean a more efficient use of land that is already
committed for development by replacing the redundant
washrooms with an extra habitable floor while, at the same time,
physically capping buildings in an esthetically agreeable manner.
This should also help contain urban sprawl. What MEPA is
promoting and what in effect it is doing may be seen from
statistics: approximately three out of four applications are being
submitted for the construction of apartments. The DC 2005
document also reflected another general concern: the quality of
architecture. There is building and there is architecture and the
general consensus is that there is a great need to promote a
better quality product, hence the emphasis on aesthetics. This
was promoted for the first time in this document. However, we
did not stop there. We have revived the Environment Planning
Awards to promote better architectural quality and publicly
acknowledge those firms that were creative in their approach
to design and space.
When the Authority was set up almost twelve years ago, the
aims set out for it were those of transparency in decisions and
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devolution of power to authorize the use of land. It was a step
when the politicians of the time took their courage in both hands
and passed on a hitherto lucrative vote-catching bucket. It was
also a culture shock. Society has changed. What in the beginning
of the nineties was trend setting is, in today’s information society,
the norm. Although the Authority is still arguably the most
transparent entity with most information accessible to the public,
continuous demands for more readily available updates were
still being made. To this end we developed the dissemination of
planning information on request through the web-based My
Planning and the mobile based Mobileplus. We did this because
we believe in quality service to the customers.
It is often said that the only thing that is constant is change and
yet change makes cowards of the bravest among us. This year
was one when we at MEPA faced the challenge to change when
taking on the major task of re-organising the Development
Control Section. It was primarily with the principles of fostering
positive customer relations and of increasing transparency and
efficiency that this was undertaken. The change management
team made up of MEPA, MRAE and MEU strove to achieve a
structure which accommodated these aims:
1. reduce the time taken for internal consultation thus speeding
up the process;
2. a more efficient system for processing applications;
3. the creation of an effective customer relations system.
The restructuring of the DCU into cells was developed on the
concept of teamwork which gives a sense of ownership to the
processing of applications. The timeframes established by law
for external consultation will be strictly adhered to and we shall
also be equally strict with pre-established deadlines when internal
consultations are required.
The need for effective customer relations has long been felt. The
marketing maxim that the best form of advertising is by word
of mouth has, we realize, been working in reverse for us for far
too long. While it is true that, as a one-stop shop through just
one application, MEPA saves the client much hassle in terms of
the process facilitation with other destinations, we must now
provide quick, direct, and consistent responses to our client’s
questions. People are not cases. People are not numbers. People
are not files. People need to be listened to. That is what we are
in the process of creating: an ear for the face of MEPA.
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“This year, the Major Projects
team concluded over 450
applications and presented
MEPA board with 47 projects
which have injected
Lm100, 000,000 into the
economy. This translates into a
contribution of about
5.5% of the GDP .”

That is not all that was new this year. On the environment side
we assessed the first applications regarding environmental permits.
Accession to the European Union has meant that the new
standards necessitate a totally different system of permitting.
Work on this had to be started from scratch, even though we
had the added benefit of years of experience in the field of land
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use permitting. At this point in time, the environmental permitting
function is spread out throughout the Environment Protection
Directorate. It is envisaged that further development of the
supporting infrastructure will allow consolidation of this function
into a new environmental permitting regime, allowing the
development of a more efficient system during the next business
plan period.
And, I suppose, that the finish on a financial note is only
appropriate in an annual report. This year MEPA transferred to
ADT just over a quarter of a million liri to kick-start the Park and
Ride Scheme. These finances were obtained through the
management of the Commuted Parking Payment Scheme. The
first CPPS was adopted in 1994 and involved the localities of
Valletta, Floriana, Sliema and St. Julian’s, incorporating the whole
local council areas. These four areas were known to have acute
parking problems and the idea was inspired by a sense of
corporate social responsibility. Initially, the CPPS was aimed at
providing parking facilities within the localities, however, following
a recent amendment to the policy, it is now possible to utilize
the funds for transport improvements within the localities where
they are collected. It is with satisfaction that we can look forward
to passing on a further Lm500,000 for the development of new
parking facilities in St. Julians.
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“Safeguarding environmental resources
also safeguards the possibility of future
scientific research and environmental
education, particularly where endemic
species are concerned.”
Dr Godwin Cassar - Director General

report by the director general
Environmental Regulation
Environmental Regulation can result in significant benefits for
the environment. It is a vital part of the toolkit for delivering
environmental outcomes. It works alongside and underpins,
other approaches such as eco-taxation, trading and voluntary
agreements. There are benefits which clearly impact on improved
health, economic and social benefits, improved use of resources,
benefits for biodiversity and others. These are considered below
and linkages outlined to existing EU environmental acquis, which
has now been incorporated into national legislation.
Health Benefits
Fewer respiratory diseases can result through improved air quality.
Benefits are expected and are particularly important for particulate
matter and air quality within the urban ozone. This pollution
arises mainly from emissions from sub-standard power stations,
industry and traffic. Implementing the Large Combustion Plant
Directive, the Integrated Pollution Prevention Control Directive,
the Fuel Quality Directives and the Air Framework Directives will
help address these problems. A safer environment for children
is expected as a result of lower lead emissions, particularly from
industry and fuels. These problems can be minimised through
the IPPC Directive for industry and the Fuel Quality Directives for
lead emissions from transport. Better health as a result of less
dioxins and heavy metals emitted from below standard
incinerators. This can cause cell malfunctioning, either directly,
through respiration, or indirectly, though absorption in the food
chain and may increase the risk of cancers and malformations.
The implementation of the Incineration Directives will help address
this problem. Positive health impacts and improved safety from
a better management of landfill sites and of hazardous waste
as well as the capture of landfill gas, which can cause explosions
or leakages and have a negative impact on Climate Change.
These benefits result from implementing the requirements of
the Landfill Directive. Fewer cases of gastric illness and irritations
to skin caused by poor water quality and high concentrations of
contaminants in polluted fresh and coastal water. Implementing
the Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive and the Drinking
Water Directive can help avoid these negative impacts on health.
This will be particularly beneficial where the fresh and coastal
waters are of significant recreational value.
Economic Benefits
Environmental directives help prevent harmful impacts by polluters
on other productive activities. For example tourism is presently
negatively effected by a variety of polluting activities, which once
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regulated will improve the environment as a whole.
An increased emphasis on recycling and composting can
encourage collection/reprocessing/secondary material
manufacturing activities to develop, hence creating an employment
benefit.
Several directives encourage a reduction in the resource intensity
of production processes and a reduction in the amount of use
of primary raw materials. The improvements will undoubtedly
help the competitiveness of many of our industries leading to
an increase in eco-efficient industries and support them in the
process of entry to the competitive European internal market.
The likely impact of implementing the Seveso II Directive should
also help reduce the risk of accidents and reduce the costs of
accidents.
Rational use of resources would result in better brand image,
better relations with regulators and better standing with banking
and insurance agencies. The obligation to respect EU standards
of environmental protection, may also result in reduced costs of
pollution control, waste treatment and clean ups by government.
Social Benefits
Civic society will benefit from the increased communication of
information on the environment through the implementation of
the Åarhus Directives and from increased consultation and
involvement (e.g. through the EIA process and consumer
involvement in the packaging waste directive will help increase
awareness of their role and impacts on the environment). Public
participation in environmental decision making would make
stronger democratic institutions. Better management of Malta’s
environment will also indirectly result in higher recreational and
amenity benefits than currently possible. For example: the
implementation of the Bathing Water Quality would lead to
better bathing water quality; and protected countryside will
make for better quality recreation.
Resource benefits
Sustainable fish stocks may be damaged by current pollution
levels. This is due to releases of heavy metals, excess fertilisers,
untreated wastewater and pesticides, and over fishing. The
implementation of the Directive on the Discharge of Dangerous
Substances to water, the Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive
and the Fishing Directives will reduce these damages.
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Reduced production or import of primary materials such as
metals, paper and glass. This will result from the proper
implementation of the Landfill Directive and the Packaging Waste
Directive.
Improved management and more efficient use of natural resources
would safeguard the common capital of current and future
generations with consequent benefit of better future extractive
potential (for example: aquifers) and future productivity capacity
(for example: agriculture)
Biodiversity and Eco Systems benefits
Better protection for biodiversity, which are under particular
pressure from pollution and from certain economic activities (e.g.
land take up, road constructions and intensive agriculture).
Positive impacts for eco-systems from improved waste
management. For example, less emission of heavy metals and
dioxins from incineration and less surface water pollution from
the illegal dumping of waste as well as from untreated waste.
This damage can be reduced through the implementation of the
Waste Directives.

Other
The existence of clean air and water, combined with environmental
infrastructures (connection to water supply, waste water treatment
and waste collection system) can improve the ‘locational quality’
of an area and help attract investment. Safeguarding
environmental resources also safeguards the possibility of future
scientific research and environmental education, particularly
where endemic species are concerned.
Conclusion
There are clearly significant benefits from implementing EU
environmental directives – an issue that was given due
consideration prior to Malta joining the EU and that continues
to be subject to careful evaluation in the process of forming
Malta’s position on pipeline acquis. Malta’s current efforts for
implementing EU environmental directives can be strengthened
if more resources are applied to this effort and environmental
policy is fully integrated across policy making functions.

Encroaching economic activities such as uncontrolled urbanisation
have an impact on biodiversity. By implementing the Habitats
Directive and other related legislation wildlife species and their
habitats would be protected, whilst reducing biodiversity loss.
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eu and multilateral affairs
This was the first full year of activity for the EU and Multilateral
Affairs (EUMA) unit. Tasked with co-ordinating all EU and
Multilateral Affairs functions within MEPA, the key activities
included transposition of EU law, evaluating new EU proposals,
monitoring implementation of EU proposals, handling EU
infringement procedures, co-ordinating work in relation to
Multilateral Agreements and managing matters in relation to
internationally funded projects. The unit was also responsible
hands-on for some EU dossiers and for a number of specific EU
funded projects.
During the past 12 months, EUMA continued to actively coordinate the process of transposition of EU law to national
legislation. To assist in co-ordination EUMA set up a transposition
database, hosted a number of meetings among key players
and prepared various reports detailing the key implications of
new legislative instruments. EUMA also vetted regulations and
followed them up to publication. Three new pieces of legislation
came into force this year, on Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Trading, on Freedom of Access to Environmental Information
and on Urban Waste Water treatment. A summary of all EU
related legislation and the corresponding Legal Notices is
available on MEPA’s website.
During the past 12 months, there were 42 active proposals under
discussion at an EU level. EUMA is responsible to co-ordinate the
review of potential impacts of such legislation on Malta’s
environment. To this end, focal points were identified within MEPA,
working groups were set up, and no less than 27 memos, 8
questionnaires, 206 instruction notes and 26 comments by Written
Procedure were prepared for approval and presentation to the
various EU bodies. EUMA also maintained a calendar of Working
Party, Coreper, Comitology, Council Meetings, notifying officers
and coordinated necessary representation. A database of EU
Proposals was maintained and regular updates and presentations
were made within and outside MEPA, the Inter Ministerial
Committee in particular. EUMA was also charged with the
preparation of various dossiers for Environment Council Meetings
attended by the Minister for the Enviornment and for bi-lateral
meetings with Dutch, Luxembourg and the UK delegations, all of
which held the EU presidency this business year.
This year also saw the start of an external consultation process
on various dossiers including the circulation of consultation briefs
to external stakeholders. Active dossiers are now available for
consultation on MEPA’s web-site.
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This was also the first full year for Malta as a new EU member
state and EUMA’s role in monitoring implementation of the
EU’s Acquis increased substantially. EUMA liaised with environment
officers to examine and report on progress on the implementation
of over 200 EU instruments and various communications were
sent to the Ministry, the Office of the Prime Minister and the EU
Commission to present progress. Implementation tasks typically
include the setting up regulatory management plans and
monitoring and enforcement regimes. During the period under
review, EUMA also identified EU and international reporting
obligations and deadlines, maintained a calendar of over 150
reporting obligations, compiled about 50 reporting guidelines,
and reviewed and monitored submission of the reports that were
compiled so far.
EUMA also formulated an exhaustive datasheet of international
instruments requiring MEPA follow up, including EU directives,
regulations and decisions. The database facilitates planning and
monitoring of tasks arising from EU environmental instruments
and contains article-by-article fields with a description of task
and implementation deadline among other fields. Meetings with
focal points were held to review and populate the database for
over 100 EU pieces of legislation so far.
During the review period, EUMA also coordinated replies and
necessary action for infringements and letters from the
European Commission on a number of issues. EUMA was tasked
with seeking clarification from the EU, meeting stakeholders to
address complex issues and assisting in bilateral talks between
Malta and the Commission. EUMA co-ordinated MEPA’s input
to the reply sent to the Commission including the drawing up
of an implementation plan to facilitate corrective action. EUMA
also gave an active input to missions by the European Commission
to Malta.
In addition to providing a co-ordinating function, EUMA also
handled certain dossiers on behalf of MEPA. These included
the UNECE strategy for Education for Sustainable Development,
the EU’s network of environmental communicators, Environmental
Economics, the Environmental Technologies Action Plan, the
Lisbon Agenda, Environmental Liability, Better Regulation and
Environment in Structural Funds. EUMA also assisted Director
General on various other Dossiers including input to the
Environmental Policy Review Group.
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“During the past 12 months,
EUMA continued to actively co-ordinate
the process of transposition of EU law
to national legislation.”

In order to achieve a better integration between EU commitments
and international obligations, EUMA also co-ordinates duties
arising from multilateral obligations. Besides identifying and
revising focal points, as necessary, EUMA also maintained a
calendar of international events, coordinated and contributed
to instruction notes and credentials for these meetings, such as
Conference of the Parties and Meetings of the Parties and other
international expert group meetings and ensured follow up of
issues discussed. Communications were also coordinated for the
World Trade Organization, the World Health Organisation, the
United Nations Environment Programme, among others.
This year saw a rise in activity at MEPA on international funded
projects. EUMA carried out a comprehensive assessment of
human and financial resource requirements associated with
MEPA's participation and established a number of internal
procedures, systems and processes to support effective
implementation of projects. These included a monitoring system
for funding opportunities, procedures and guidance for
participation in funding projects, a project records system and
financial planning spreadsheets. EUMA also established and
maintained contacts with funding bodies, managing authorities,
local and foreign partner agencies, the contracting authority,
NGOs and stakeholders. In a drive to build capacity in this
function, 2 officers were recruited with EUMA and trained during
this year.
During the review period, a total of 83 requests to participate
in projects were received by MEPA and processed by EUMA.
EUMA guided, developed, coordinated and submitted a total of
21 proposals with a total budget of 3.8 million to various funding
bodies, whilst four proposals were under development at the
time of writing. A total of 21 projects were active at MEPA as
at September 2005, with a total budget for MEPA of almost 3
million Euro (Please refer to Table). In relation to these projects,
various tenders were launched and numerous reports, forms and
claims were sent to the various regulatory bodies. EUMA also
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led particular projects including a Transitional Facility project on
Building Capacity to Introduce the Polluter Pays principle through
Economic Instruments and an Interreg 3C project on
Greening the Regional Development Programme.
A separate task for the EUMA under this objective was to be the
interface between Office of the Prime Minister (PPCD) and MEPA
on all national projects funded by Structural and Cohesion Funds,
providing regular reports on the status of such projects at MEPA
and liaising with other MEPA officials to give structural funds
applicants environmental and planning guidance prior to
submission of their applications. EUMA is also the focal point
for Integration of Environment in the next programming
period of the Structural Funds for Malta, in the Interreg 3A
funding programme and in Rural Development and Fisheries
Funds. In this role, EUMA was tasked with preparing various
environmental inputs at a programming stage, to ensure that
the environment is duly considered. This included inputs to
Malta’s National Strategic Reference Framework and to Malta’s
National Reform Programme.
During the review period, EUMA applied for and obtained the
status of a Mandated Body for MEPA, which would now enable
the Authority to receive twinning proposals and bid for
participation in twinning operations overseas. EUMA continued
to administer a system for travel on duties overseas together
with the Accounts Unit and the Support Services Section. There
were almost 800 invitations for meetings in the review period
of which MEPA officers attended over 250. These included
Bilateral visits to the EU, Ministerial Council Meetings, Council
Working Parties and Working Parties on International Environment
Issues, Commission Working Groups, Convention Meeting of
Parties and Conference of Parties and visits stemming and funded
by International Projects. During the period under review, EUMA
also assisted with an exercise on MEPA restructuring, with the
State of the Environment Report and various other across-MEPA
initiatives requiring an EU and Multilateral perspective.
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active projects at the end of september 2005
Funding
Programme

Proposed Project Title

Total Budget for
MEPA in Euros

European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF)

Acquisition of air monitoring equipment
to comply with the Acquis requirement

500,000.00

European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF)

Research surveys for the setting up of a
marine SAC around Filfla

200,000.00

EU-Life Third Counties

Setting up the first coastal nature reserve in Malta (DWEJRA)

6th Framework
Programme (FP6)

Sustainability impact assessment: Total
for environmental, social & economic effects on
multifunctional land use in European regions (SENSOR)

146,910.00

Interreg III C

Model for the sustainable development
of european coastal zones (DEDUCE)

219,256.00

Interreg III C

Greening Regional Development Programme (GRDP) network

76,121.00

Interreg III C

InterMETREX

22,514.00

Interreg III C

MED PAN – Mediterranean Protected Areas Network Project

64,000.00

0.00

Interreg III C

Network of Parks (Reseau Des Parcs)

60,000.00

Interreg III C

PolyMETREX plus

30,757.00

National Plan for the Adoption
of the Acquis Programme
for Malta (NPAA) 2003

Technical assistance in the environment
sector – Component 2 (integrated
permitting & monitoring systems)

350,000.00

Technical Assistance
Information Exchange
Office (TAIEX)

Consultancy on the implantation of the
Strategic Environment Assessment
(SEA) Directive

0.00

Technical Assistance Information
Exchange Office (TAIEX)

Assistance in the implementation of the
National Emissions Ceilings (NEC) Directive

0.00

Transition Facility Programme
for Malta Enforcement

Building capacity to comply with the EU
Environmental Acquis through improved enforcement

280,000.00

Transition Facility
Programme for Malta 2004

Building Capacity to implement the air pollution
monitoring & mitigation measures required
under The Air Quality Framework Directive 96/62/EC

264,482.00

Transition Facility
Programme for Malta 2004

Building capacity to introduce the polluter pays principle through
economic instruments to implement the EU Environment Acquis

201,500.00

Transition Facility
Programme for Malta 2004

Strengthening institutional capacity for the
implementation of the Nature Protection Acquis

415,500.00

Transition Facility
Programme for Malta 2004

Technical assistance for the development of implementation
systems for the producer responsibility directives

UK/Malta Action Plan Bilateral
Technical Assistance 2005

Technical assistance on environmentally
sensitive land restoration

United Nations Environmental
Programme – Global
Environment Facility (GEF)

Development of a national Biosafety
Framework

United Nations Environment
Programme Mediterranean Action
Plan (MEDPOL Programme)

The organization of a national meeting
to review the state of the art of dumping
activities in Malta

9,890.00
135,570.00

4,000.00

TOTAL FUNDS
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Not applicable

2,980,500.00
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environmental permitting
Accession to the European Union has resulted in the introduction
of new standards with respect to the regulation of various
environmental issues. The implementation of the obligations
defined in the various directives requires the development of a
system for environmental permitting, to ensure that the required
standard of environmental compliance is achieved. It is planned
that the permits issued would be subject to an inspection regime.

At this point in time, the environmental permitting function
remains dispersed throughout the Environmental Protection
Directorate. It is envisaged that further development of the
supporting infrastructure will allow consolidation of this function,
allowing the development of a more efficient system during the
next business plan period.

The environmental permitting system cuts across the entire
spectrum of environmental concerns, including waste
management, emissions, marine discharges and nature protection
(amongst others).
The past year has seen development of systems intended to
enable the environmental permitting functions. These have
included:
• development of legislation and policy regarding the activities
to be regulated via environmental permitting;
• definition of procedures, including coordination of
environmental permitting system with the development
planning process;
• liaison with IT for the development of the software to be used
in the handling of environmental permits;
• work on the establishment of a system of fees and contribution
to assessment of the cost of compliance;

“The environmental permitting
system cuts across the entire
spectrum of environmental
concerns, including waste
management, emissions, marine
discharges and nature
protection.”

• and work on the processing and issue of a limited number of
permits.
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environment initiatives in partnership
During the current year of this review, considerable progress has
been made on environmental projects within the EIPP scheme
and various environmental projects are currently in various stages
of implementation.
Commitments on some pending projects were concluded, notably:
Gnien l-Gholjiet (Mellieha), Qala Belvedere embellishment, TalGrazzja Chapel (restoration of Tas-Sliema’s oldest church) and
Wied Ghollieqa (preparation of management plan, environmental
restoration works and site management facilities). Restoration
works along a section of the Victoria Lines at Ta’ Qaduma (Mosta)
are also essentially complete.

Seeing that this scheme for proactive management of the cultural
and environmental heritage has been firmly established, MEPA’s
aspirations for the future are to maintain such impetus of success
while embarking on bolder and more ambitious projects. Those
projects which shall be financially supported from EIPP funds
about to be launched (2005/2006) include:
1. Restoration of Il-Fortizza ta’ Delimara (Phase 1);
2. Restoration and rehabilitation of the 18th Century ex-tannery
kilns and musketry gallery near the Floriana crownwork
fortifications;
3. Restoration and rehabilitation of Il-Forti Sant Antnin, Ras ilQala (Gozo);

Projects that are also ongoing include:

4. Restoration and rehabilitation of Il-Palazz (Kemmuna);

• The artificial reef project which deployed four underwater
structures off Il-Merkanti (l/o San Giljan) some 14 months ago
is well underway and already providing scientific data which
will eventually help determine whether such reefs offer any
significant benefit to the marine environment.

5. Installation and commission of an exterior lighting system to
illuminate the old distillation plant at Tigné;

• The 15th century archaeological remains known as Tal-Baqqari
at Zurrieq, have been extensively reinstated through periodical
clean-ups and vegetation removal. Interpretation panels planned
for the site are in the pipeline.

Other funding contributed by MEPA through EIPP funds relates
to environmental management works at Buskett, Is-Sdieri/TatTorri l-Ahmar and Xrobb l-Ghagin. Detailed specifications are
currently under discussion between the Authority and the MRAE,
also taking into account the particularly important environmental
characteristics of the site.

• Extensive renovation and repair works on San Mikiel chapel
(Burmarrad), guided by professional restoration plans, have
been initiated. Phase one is expected to be satisfactorily
completed by May 2006.

6. Installation and commission of a solar power system as an
alternative renewable energy project fossil fuel.

• Gebel Ciantar near Fawarra and Ghar il-Kbir l/o Siggiewi are
another two site rehabilitation projects which are concurrently
being carried out jointly with Din l-Art Helwa; the Ghar il-Kbir
project is also linked with other research/interpretation activities
by other public entities such as Restoration Unit.
• Measures to protect the sand dunes and natural vegetation
of Ir-Ramla tat-Torri (at L-Ahrax tal-Mellieha) are in progress
to help prevent degradation (including fixing of ‘No parking
or access’ to vehicles on the beach signs). A Management
Plan for the area is also currently being compiled by Nature
Trust.
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policy co-ordination
During the last year the Policy Coordination Team continued to
carry out its coordination function, with the aim of ensuring that
MEPA’s body of policy is coherent and coordinated, and
streamlining the process of policy formulation and management.
The team grew during this period with staff hired to focus on
state of the environment reporting and the EU SENSOR research
project on sustainability impact assessment. Ongoing support
was provided for MEPA and other environmental and sustainability
policy formulation processes, such as the Structure Plan Review,
the National Strategic Reference Framework and the National
Reform Programme, as well as for the preparation of memoranda
of understanding with other agencies. The draft Supplementary
Planning Policy Guidance on Child Day Care was finalised after
consultation with the major government stakeholders. The Policy
Coordination Team also organised a visit from an EU TAIEXsponsored expert to examine the possibilities of integrating
legislation on planning and environment.
During this period the principal focus was on two core areas of
responsibility; sustainable development and state of the
environment reporting. One of the principal tasks of the team
is to prepare Malta’s State of the Environment Report, which
MEPA is legally bound, under the Environment Protection Act,
to publish every three years. This process began with data
collection on over 50 datasets, which were used as the building
blocks of 11 sub-reports for the 2005 Report. Two background
reports on air quality and soil were also commissioned where
data analysis was not already available. Internal seminars to select
key data sets and issues, as well as key messages, were organised,
and a consultation meeting with NGOs on key messages for the
SOER was also held. An expert review of the sub-reports was
also conducted during the spring of 2005 and a consultation
draft of the 2005 State of the Environment Report was completed
in August and formatted for publication. The Policy Coordination
Team also coordinated national feedback on the European
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Environment Agency’s (EEA) 2005 State and Outlooks on the
Environment Report, through its participation in the EEA Expert
Group on Guidelines and Reporting.
In the topic area of Sustainable Development, the team continued
to perform the function of national focal point on sustainable
development, representing Malta at Mediterranean, EU and UN
levels and to provide support to the National Commission for
Sustainable Development (NCSD). The team supported the NCSD
during public and parliamentary consultations on Malta’s Draft
Sustainable Development Strategy. Besides this national work,
the team represented Malta on the Mediterranean Commission
for Sustainable Development and attended international meetings
to help finalise the Mediterranean Strategy for Sustainable
Development. A national consultation on the Mediterranean
Strategy was also held through the stakeholder and governmental
network that forms the NCSD. In terms of EU policy, a national
consultation on the review of the EU Sustainable Development
Strategy was conducted and a national position on this document
formulated. The EU Council Working Party meetings on the UN
Commission for Sustainable Development were also attended.
In the context of these meetings, the 13th meeting of the United
Nations Commission for Sustainable Development was attended
in April 2005 and a national report for the 14th Meeting of the
United Nations Commission for Sustainable Development was
prepared in cooperation with other government agencies. Malta
was also represented on an EU Expert Group on Sustainable
Consumption and Production (SCP), and the UNEP/EU European
regional meeting on SCP attended in December 2004.
In December 2005 work began on the EU FP6 research project
SENSOR, the objective of which is to study the effect of EU policy
on land use in EU member states, in the context of which MEPA
will be conducting a case study on Malta. During the summer
the team organised the second annual project meeting in Malta.
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report from the corporate services directorate
This year has proved to be a year of initiatives that have sown the
seeds of substantial change in various areas.
In ICT we have once again invested in providing an up to date
desktop infrastructure together with the latest Microsoft office
tools through the Authority’s participation in Government’s
Enterprise agreement. After several months of preparation the
development of an e-Applications system is well underway. This
initiative will lead to a major change in the way we conduct
business in this key cross-cutting area of our operations. Parallel
complementary initiatives are also being pursued through EU
financed projects and in-house development.
MEPA has received EU recognition as a Legally Mandated Body.
This has paved the way to the participation of MEPA expertise
in EU financed aid. Initial participation in partnership with third
countries has proved positive. The exposure to international
participation with peer organizations is part of the organizational
development in capability and maturity. Investment in training
and development has also proceeded with several training visits
to organizations in the EU. Over twenty five employees finalized
graduate studies in planning financed by the Authority.
Managing our human resources to address the broad range of
priorities remains a key factor for the Authority. Staff turnover
during the year has resulted in a slightly lower workforce, with
many of the departing staff being professional staff with key
responsibilities. External recruitment now taking an indeterminate
period of time, the general shortage of professional resources
has been exacerbated by the lead-time from to actual placement
of staff resources. This lengthy process has had an impact on
the Authority’s ability to respond to resource requirements in an
adequate manner.
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Positive trends in the Authority’s finances are also encouraging.
Income during the period has been better than expected whilst
expenditure remained within the approved estimates. The main
increase in income is attributed to an increase in Development
Permit Fees, reflecting a buoyant construction industry.
Performance in other areas has also been positive with most
income streams showing an increase.

“This year has proved to be a
year of initiatives that have sown
the seeds of substantial change
in various areas.”

The coming year will see many of these initiatives maturing to
yield challenging benefits for business improvements. It is
imperative that we continue to challenge ourselves to improve
and seek best practice in the way we address our obligations.
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information and communications technology
Activities this year saw developments in the underlying resources
as well as actual desktop tools available for the Authority and
its clients. Key amongst these initiatives is the collaboration with
the Ministry for Investment, Industry and Information Technology
in the MEPA e-Applications project.

Website services continue to be an area of growth with hits and
actual transactions growing every year.

www.mepa.org.mt

Service Management
ICT has maintained its service quality standards through ISO
9001:2000 certification. The IT Helpdesk continued to cater for
all incoming requests from our clients (both Internal & External).
During the year some 6800 calls were logged.
Website and Public Access
The MEPA web site has continued to mature as a key channel
for communicating with the public and MEPA’s key stakeholders.
Notification services, both mobile and email, have proved to be
very popular with architects with an average of 390 SMSs received
per month for Mobile+ and 115 new cases (purchased) per
month for the Myplanning Service.

313,000

3500
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number of hits

Tangible benefits for internal Mepa staff is already available
through the on line availability of permit drawings and associated
information at the desktop. This is expected to mature during
the initial stages of 2006 to provide a secure on-line front-end
permitting application. Clients will be able to apply and pay for
applications as well as correspond directly with the Authority
through the system. The system itself will interact with internal
back-end databases.
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Infrastructure Development
This year we have implemented some key initiatives to enhance
the ICT infrastructure by right sizing investment in converging
voice and data, external connectivity, and desktop functionality.
All authority offices are now connected to a central digital PBX
with offsite locations using Voice over IP to reduce costs and
provide a seamless call handling infrastructure. In doing so we
have also rationalized external connectivity moving towards DSL
connections. A refresh of approximately 200 desktops and the
move towards a corporate Microsoft license has addressed some
of the immediate deficiencies in desktop environments.
Participation in Government’s Microsoft Enterprise licensing
agreement ensures regular upgrades to key office productivity
and server software.
Wireless connectivity and fax services have complemented the
improvements in this area.
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“Clients will be able to apply and
pay for applications as well as
correspond directly with the
Authority through the system.”

Software Services
During the period under review improvements in existing as well
as new software tools have addressed a number of core business
as well as sectoral requirements.
Development of core business has included the initial extension
of the Authority’s main permitting system to cater for
Environmental regulation. This key development complements
a number of other initiatives directed towards the consolidation
of a robust enterprise platform to facilitate permitting business
processes.
The Mail registry, another corporate solution, has been extended
to enable its use as a repository of electronic documents. This
is again an additional tool in the Authority’s portfolio of desktop
solutions promoting the capability and maturity in replacing
printed communications with a digital environment.
Information Resource Management
ICT has continued in its task of managing the National Focal
Point for European Environment Agency, delivering priority
dataflow reporting and managing of EIONET Malta. Data analysis,
checking and uploads of the main thematic flows – Air Quality,
CLC2000/5; Marine; CLRTAP; GMO; Groundwater; SOER; Soil
- was also carried out. During this year we have also secured
two major developments through EU funds available to the
Authority. These are the NPAA2003 Twinning Light (value
EUR250,000) which aims to set up Integrated Permitting and
Monitoring Systems and the NPAA2003 Service Contract (value
EUR100,000) which aims at developing database and GIS systems
supporting the requirements as laid out from the twinning light
project.
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A number of internal and external data requests ranging from
basic information queries to large-scale projects. Over 50 internal
and 100 external major data requests were handled in the period
July 2004- June 2005, the latter serving as an income generator
that has to be exploited in the near future. The main external
clients include:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

European Commission
European Environment Agency
Ministries and Departments
National Statistics Office
Private Agencies
University
Academics and Students

Some queries include Water Framework Directive, Interreg
projects, textual reviews, tabular
ICT has also completed several projects which generated funds
for the Organisation. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Twinning Slovakia Mission – EUR3,000
ESPON Data navigator – EUR9,000,
Cart Ruts Interactive publication - EUR 26,000
EEA CLC2000 application CD updates - EUR14,000
Various CD publications and external data requests

Of particular note is the Twinning Mission, the first of its kind
which was made possible through MEPA’s qualification as an
EU registered Legally Mandated Body for providing expertise to
third parties in projects financed through EU funds
Library
ICT maintains a Library which serves as a point of reference for
MEPA staff as well as members of the public. During the year
under review these resources were enhanced with new acquisitions
and subscriptions including 60 books and associated material.
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the mapping unit
The Mapping Unit, Malta’s National Mapping Agency, provides
key mapping products and services to MEPA, corporate clients
and the general public. The unit also coordinates the Authority’s
internal and web based Geographic Information Systems.
Geodetic Control
During the period under review the survey control function was
directed towards completion of the Second Order Levelling
Network as well as for the enhancement of the Levelling Schemes
dataset. This provides the first tier of the National Spatial Data
Infrastructure and provides the accurate location reference for
other datasets.
New Mapping Products
A complete coverage of digital high-resolution colour orthophotos
at 0.15m resolution. This product is deployed to the public
through MEPA’s Internet GIS service. The new orthoimagery was
also used to derive the new edition of the 1:25000 map series
of Malta & Gozo, published earlier this year.
Digital Mapping
During the past 12 months the Mapping Unit continued with
the review and migration of its key data sources to an ESRI
platform, thus allowing the unit to implement industry standards
and best practice within fundamental topographic products. It
is envisioned that the migration process will be continued and
expanded to further mapping applications and services in the
coming months.
Web-based GIS
The popularity of MEPA’s on-line GIS has continued unabated.
This is attested by public feedback and requests for further
services and information the unit has received over the past year.
As in previous years the Mapping Unit has continued to support,
maintain and augment the data content of the MapServer.
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External Services
During the year under review the Mapping Unit continued to
provide a broad range of services to its diverse clients. These
commissions have consolidated the Unit’s commercial
benchmarking framework as a key measure of the effectiveness
of its human resource assets. The unit was once again
commissioned to rectify satellite imagery for the Integrated
Agricultural Control System (IACS). Images taken using the
Quickbird Satellite were processed to give true colour and infrared
imagery for quality assurance of requests for financing agricultural
grants. Another repeat commission was that of the National
Office of Statistics (NSO), where the unit was assigned the task
of designing the enumeration areas and producing maps for the
2005 Census.
Further successful engagements for 2005 included the
photogrammetric and large scale mapping of Gozo’s Citadel for
the Restoration Unit; detailed 3D mapping of cart-ruts for an EU
funded project; the scanning and digitising of data for the
Government Property Division by MITTS; and the design of target
landforms by Wasteserv Ltd.
Internal Services
During the past year the unit has provided resources and support
in the drive to scan all incoming Planning Applications. The unit
is currently scanning and rectifying archived survey sheets and
plotting records with the intention of deploying the information
to all of MEPA’s internal users.
Participating in a Larger Europe
As the country’s National Mapping Agency, MEPA is a member
of EuroGeographics, the organisation that represents Europe’s
National and Cadastral Agencies. Malta contributes to Europeanwide datasets and mapping projects that are the basis of many
EU initiatives. These high quality pan European data products,
in which Malta is an active partner, include SABE, EuroRegional
Map, and EuroGlobal Map.
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From 11-15 w/days
4%

“Another notable factor
is that 52% of the
requests were handled
within five days.”

More than 15 w/days
2%

From 6-10 w/days
42%

Within 5 w/days
52%

Timelines of Setting-Out Requests

land survey unit
Overview
Services offered by the Land Survey Unit were further strengthened
by synergies with the Mapping Unit, whilst seeking ways to
improve the current output. The Unit is made up of two (2)
Sections, namely; the Topographic Surveys and Setting-Out/Civil
Engineering Surveys. Their functions complement each other
thus, the final service product is complete.
Setting-Out Surveys
This area of activities is focused on the setting-out of scheme
alignment and road formation levels to new developments, prior
to road surfacing and setting-out of housing blocks. In spite of
registering another busy year, response times have been
maintained and where possible improved.
Although the number of setting out requests increased by 3%,
the percentage of requests managed within the stipulated time
frame of ten working days continued to increase by 1.5% with
the result that 94% of client requests were met within ten
working days. Another notable factor is that 52% of the requests
were handled within five days. Construction and surfacing of
new roads by the Malta Transport Authority (ADT) and Local
Councils required extensive setting-out works at Mriehel and
Mosta Industrial Estates, as well as large areas at Tarxien, Fgura,
Mqabba, Mellieha (Ta` Masrija), Naxxar and Rabat (Bahrija).This
year, the Unit was also requested to extend its services during
the construction of the arterial roads, financed by the Malta/Italian
Protocol Agreement, where these adjoin schemed areas. The
unit also set out new housing blocks for the Housing Authority.
Topographic Surveys
The Unit provided Topographic Surveys to address diverse
requirements and benchmark these services on a commercial
basis. Requests for large-scale surveys of arterial roads by ADT,
diminished when compared to previous years. However during
the same period the unit managed to attract a large number
(circa 67% of the required work) of external clients. A total area
of 1.1kms2 was surveyed.
The cooperation with ADT included the preparation of largescale plans for arterial roads earmarked for re-construction,
namely; from Bettina Place at Gudja to Misrah Mifsud Bonnici,
Marsascala (going through the outskirts of Zabbar and MarsascalaBy-Pass) and from Zebbiegh to Xemxija Roundabout at St. Paul’s
Bay. In all these covered a length of 14.2kms.
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Area

Requests

Internal

279849 m2

34

External

832818 m2

73

1112667 m2

107

Total

Table 1

In the meantime, as a proactive measure, the Section prepared
surveys of various development sites, where existing 1:2500
scheme plans need to be replaced by more recent information.
This will render the setting-out process more effective, whilst
improving repeatability of site markings.
The Land Survey Unit also worked in close collaboration with
the Foundation for Tomorrow’s Schools. It was entrusted with
the preparation of detailed large-scale plans of proposed school
complex at Mosta and for the upgrading of Verdala School
complex at Cospicua.
In November, 2004 the Ministry for Urban Development and
Roads contracted MEPA to prepare a 3D survey of Dock 1 and
adjacent area in Cospicua. During the preparation of these survey
works, new work practices to facilitate the 3D surveying and
integration of photogrammetric and ground data were used to
maximize the value of the data.
General
Following the preparation of 3D topographic surveys for Maghtab,
Qortin and Wied Fulija landfill sites for Waste Serv Malta Limited.
The Unit was again entrusted with the preparation of target
landforms for the aforementioned landfill sites.
Another project undertaken at the request of the Malta Tourism
Authority was the preparation of a 3D survey of a proposed golf
course site at Xaghra l-Hamra, Mellieha.
The Land Survey Section at MEPA Gozo has been formally
integrated with the Unit’s administration and the necessary action
has been taken to ensure that all work practices within the
Section correspond to those in Malta.
Survey officers have been equipped with digital cameras to
evidence all survey markings. This information is accessible to all
MEPA personnel.
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transport planning unit
Transport Co-ordinating Committee (TraCC)
In November 2004 the first TraCC meeting was held between
representatives from TPU and Malta Transport Authority, to
discuss various issues that were of common interest to both
authorities. In particular, the forum, which met regularly on a
fortnightly basis, discussed development applications by ADT,
and most of the problems were tackled at an informal level,
rather than through a series of correspondence. The committee
also serves as a think-tank for the two organisations.
Representatives of the Traffic Police were asked to join the TraCC,
in order to widen the discussion, as well as to get an input from
the enforcement side on the issues being discussed. Depending
on the issues being discussed other MEPA officials were often
invited to attend.
Input to TEN-T Project
The TPU was heavily involved in the study carried out by French
consultants BCEOM, on behalf of ADT, to draw up plans for the
improvement of the Maltese section of the Trans-European
Network – Transport (TEN-T). Together with officials from EPD,
TPU attended all technical meetings that were held between
ADT and BCEOM, which resulted in a set of schemes, which are
broadly acceptable to MEP.
Input to Review of Public Transport Operations
TPU also gave an input to the consults Halcrow, who were
commissioned by ADT to review the operations of the current
public transport system, with particular reference to the bus
system. TPU attended all technical meetings held with ADT and
with the Public Transport Association, giving an input from a
land-use point of view.
Valletta Floriana Transport Study
In the previous year, TPU became involved in inter-ministerial
discussions, which have the aim to co-ordinate works related to
Valletta and Floriana, with a view to have a better transport
system. These continued at a faster pace, including a number of
representations at the Cabinet Committee for National Projects,
as well as a series of public consultation meetings with interested
bodies. TPU was instrumental in the drafting of a White Paper,
which was issued by the same Cabinet Committee and which set
the government views on the strategy to combat congestion in
the Valletta peninsula.It is expected that the first and most crucial
part of the strategy will be fully implemented by March 2006.
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Structure Plan Review
TPU continued working in the review of the current Structure
Plan for the Maltese Islands, namely by giving an input at the
Structure Plan Review Core Team, but also by providing updated
transport information to the amended growth scenarios.
Local Plan Preparation
Through its Transport Consultant and other planning officers,
the TPU continued its support of the local plan preparation. The
input of the Transport Planning Unit to the Local Plan preparation
continued to include the Planning Control Section, with a
considerable amount of detailed plans being prepared to allow
changes to the schemes.
Development Control Input
The input into the Development Control process continued at
a steady rate, even though there was a turnover of Planning
Officers within TPU, who generally dedicate a considerable
amount of their time to Development Control. The change of
three officers in one year was not considered conducive to
sustained levels of delivery.
Traffic Surveys
The traffic surveys continued at their normal pace, with two
planning technicians being nearly full time involved in setting up
and removing the counters as well as downloading and analysing
the data from both the temporary and the permanent counters.
Although resource consuming, this task is very important in the
long term, since forecasts will be highly dependent on the
accuracy of these surveys.
Other Work
The Transport Planning Unit participated in the European Union’s
Joint Expert Group on Transport and the Environment, and in
the EU Joint Expert Group on Urban Environment. The Unit also
continued to participate in the annual meeting of the Transport
Environment Reporting Mechanism Project – a project of the
European Environment Agency. A presentation was prepared by
the group regarding Transport, Health and Environment, involving
TPU, ADT and the Ministry of Health, in order to highlight the
problems of transport pollution on Health and the Environment
to the Ministers responsible for these three sectors. In the same
field, TPU was also representing the Maltese Transport, Health
and Environment group in the 3rd Steering Committee Meeting
of the Transport Health and Environment Pan-European
Programme (THE-PEP) held in Geneva.
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nature protection unit
The Nature Protection Unit has continued working on the
implementation of national and international law on nature
protection, including international treaties and initiatives and the
EU Acquis. Apart from the compilation of reports, setting up of
working groups and various meetings, and analysis of
documentation, this work also involved various other activities
dealing with nature protection, summarised below.
National Biodiversity Strategy
Commenced detailed work on the National Biodiversity Strategy,
with the aim of developing a National Strategy (with associated
Action Plans) for the conservation and sustainable use of
biodiversity, and its integration into relevant sectoral/cross-sectoral
plans. A preliminary external stakeholders workshop has also
been carried out to collect views on the aims of the National
Biodiversity Strategy.
National Database on Biodiversity
National databases on alien flora, alien fauna, threatened
invertebrates (excluding insects), threatened fish, and threatened
vertebrates (excluding fish, birds, bats and cetaceans) have been
finalised, and initial data inputting commenced.
Measures for the Conservation of Protected Areas
A Restoration Plan for St. Paul’s Islands was prepared, aimed at
the restoration of the natural vegetation and rubble walls, the
designation of formal footpaths and the setting up of information
panels for the public, as well as the eradication of alien species,
such as rats.
Important bat sites were identified and visited in order to determine
the best way forward for their protection.

Natura 2000/Emerald Network Process
Continued work in connection with the Special Areas of
Conservation of international importance (SACs). This involved
site visits, identification of important species and habitat types
and an estimation of their abundance, an evaluation of threats,
an assessment of the conservation status, and mapping of all
relevant information and data entry. Resulting information was
submitted to the EU and made publicly available on the MEPA
website. Various meeting have been carried out with other
stakeholders and institutions.
Species Protection
Co-ordinated operations dealing with the stranding or beaching
of dolphins, whales and turtles. A draft amended protocol
concerning cetacean stranding was finalised and is awaiting
review and internal and external consultations. Continued the
rescue programme for stranded, beached, injured and/or sick
turtles, whereby such turtles are housed in a recovery centre
manned by the Malta Centre for Fisheries Sciences. Turtles fit
for release were tagged and returned to the wild.
Liaison with and funding of a project dealing with the in-vitro
propagation of two endangered protected plant species, Thorny
Burnet, Sarcopoterium spinosum and the Southern Birthwort,
Aristolochia clusii, implemented in collaboration with the Plant
Biotechnology Centre and the University of Malta.
A dossier on the exploitation of protected and threatened wild
fauna in the Maltese Islands has been compiled and is now
undergoing internal consultation. It aims to devise a biodiversity
strategy plan for each species or group of species mentioned,
with recommendations for future actions.

A “Discussion Paper for the selection and establishment of marine
potential Sites of Community Interest and Special Protection
Areas in the Maltese Islands” has been drafted and is in its
consultation phase.
Continued work on the management of various protected areas,
including the approval of management plans for Ghadira, Simar,
and Wied Ghollieqa, the drafting of agreements for the
management of other protected areas designated as Special Areas
of Conservation, and the consultations on the setting up of the
marine protected area of Rdum Majjiesa/Ras ir-Raheb Area.
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Title of Project

Description

Funding Mechanism*

Status

MedPAN: Mediterranean
Coastal and Marine Protected
Areas Network

Aims to develop a Mediterranean network of
marine protected areas in the Mediterranean with
the intention of improving the management of
MPAs and helping partners to set up new marine
protected areas

EC Interreg IIIC

On-going

Natura 2000: Capacity-Building
for the Implementation of the
Habitats and Wild Birds Directives

Aims at strengthening the capacity building of
Malta for the implementation of the EU Habitats
and Birds Directives, with the aim of achieving a
full implementation of the Directives 92/43/EEC
on the conservation of natural habitats and wild
fauna and flora and 79/409/EEC on the
conservation of wild birds

Transitional Facility

On-going

Protected Areas:
Filfla Marine Protected Area

Aims to provide data that will form the basis for
the setting up of a management plan, with
associated legal provisions, to protect the marine
biodiversity of the island and address all activities
affecting the biodiversity of the area.

European Regional
Development Fund
(ERDF)

On-going

Rete dei Parchi: Interreg IIIC
Network of Protected Areas

Aims at setting up, managing and promoting of
a system of networks between protected natural
areas

EC Interreg IIIC

On-going

UNEP-GEF Project on the
Development of National
Biosafety Frameworks

Aims to set up a National Biosafety Framework
and an improved system dealing with
administration, risk assessment and management,
access of information for all stakeholders,
publication of inventories and information flow
related to GMOs.

United Nations
Environment
Programme Global
Environmental Facility
(UNEP-GEF)

On-going

* This implies a shared expense of varying degree between the beneficiary (usually the Malta Environment and Planning Authority)
and the funding programme.

Concluded work on the following projects:
Title of Project

Description

Funding Mechanism*

Status

BioCASE: Biodiversity Collection
Access Service for Europe Project

Data was gathered from various private collectors,
Argotti Botanical Gardens, the University of Malta
and MEPA and inputted in the database and
subsequently transferred to Germany to be added
to all other data gathered from another 25
institutions across Europe. All information is
available on the BioCASE website.

EU Fifth Framework
Programme (FP5)

Finalised

Setting up of the Emerald
Network for Malta

Emerald Network data were completed for 23
sites identified as Special Conservation Interest
(ASCIs) and submitted to the Council of Europe
in 2005.

Council of Europe
(CoE)

Finalised

MedMPA: Regional Project for
the Development of Marine and
Coastal Protected Areas in the
Mediterranean Region

A Management Framework for the Rdum
Majjiesa/Ras ir-Raheb Area was compiled and
approved, coupled with initial consultation with
relevant stakeholders and institutions.

EU Short- and MediumTerm Priority
Environmental Action
Plan (SMAP)

Finalised

* This implies a shared expense of varying degree between the beneficiary (usually the Malta Environment and Planning Authority)
and the funding programme.
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“Apart from providing expert
evidence during Court hearings,
data on wildlife crime cases has also
been compiled and maintained”

Biodiversity Indicators
Continued collecting data for updating the 2002 list of biodiversity
indicators, with the aim of collecting information for policymaking. About 15 indicators were compiled in 2005, ranging
from habitats protection to important species, soil biodiversity,
and related case studies.

Fauna and Natural Habitats Protection Regulations’ are being
updated on the basis of the experience gained on their
implementation, and in the latter case also in connection with
comments received during the public consultation phase.
GN223/05 was issued, updating the former government notice
on the sites declared as Special Areas of Conservation.

Funded Projects
Analysed about 20 project proposals and continued work on the
following projects administered by the Nature Protection Unit:
Biosafety and GMOs.

Permitting
Various permits were issued for activities related to protected
species and sites in line with the Filfla Nature Reserve Act, LN
22/92 (Fungus Rock), LN 125/93 (Selmunett), LN 146/93 (bird
protection), LN 76/92 (Reptiles), LN 203/03 [whales and dolphins],
LN 160/97 (Rubble Walls), and LN 49/93, LN 161/99, and LN
257/03 [various flora and fauna]. A public register of biodiversity
permits has been set up, available via the MEPA website.

Continued with the implementation of the various legislation
concerning the contained use of genetically-modified microorganisms and the deliberate release of genetically-modified
organisms and their placing on the market, the Cartagena
Protocol on Biosafety and related EU Regulations. The NPU also
continued providing technical, scientific and administrative
assistance to the Biosafety Co-ordinating Committee (BCC) and
its working groups, and analysed and reviewed more than 20
notifications concerning GMOs in liaison with the BCC.
CITES
The NPU, being the designated CITES Management Authority
for Malta, was involved in the implementation of local legislation
regarding CITES, thus enabling the enforcement of EU regulations
on wildlife trade. The Inspectorate also participated and
contributed to the EU Committee Meetings and Enforcement
Meetings on trade in wild fauna and flora and was further
involved in the re-export of confiscated live animals to appropriate
centres, the control of the import and export of fauna and flora
issuing conditions on import licences and inspections at points
of entry, as well as informing the public and trade community
of the obligations arising from the regulations.
Legislation
Various draft legal or government notices have been drafted and
forwarded to the Legal Office for endorsement and publication.
The ‘Trees and Woodlands Protection Regulations’ and the ‘Flora,
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Provided support in the form of site visits, inspections and
consultancy on nature protection issues on a regular basis to
other units within the Environment Protection Directorate and
the Planning Directorate with respect to environment impact
assessments and planning applications, especially those
developments located within Special Areas of Conservation,
other forms of protected areas, developments affecting flora
and fauna, including trees, and rubble walls.
Guidelines regarding the distribution of protected species and
their habitats were drafted for internal use by Planning Officials,
facilitating the analysis of planning applications.
Enforcement
The Nature Protective Inspectorate have been actively involved
in assisting other law enforcement agencies such as the Police,
Customs and AFM in intelligence gathering, collection of evidence
and investigations pertaining to wildlife crime. Apart from
providing expert evidence during Court hearings, data on wildlife
crime cases has also been compiled and maintained, while
complaints made by the public were investigated and the Police
was subsequently notified for the issuance of charges when
criminal action was deemed necessary.
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resources management
Malta is endowed with a multitude of resources, including natural
and man-made resources. The former include indigenous species,
sand dunes, valleys, the coastal zone, land, ground water and
limestone resources. Man-made resources include our built-up
environment, agriculture, the social fabric, culture and traditions.
Together they form part of our heritage that is passed on to
future generations.
Malta’s resources must also be seen in the light of Malta’s
membership in the European Union. Many of Malta’s resources
are unique within the European Union.
MEPA’s role includes the conservation of natural and man-made
resources. During the period under consideration, the Resources
Management Unit (RMU) commented on strategic documents,
including those prepared by the European Commission.
The Resource Management Unit drafted strategic documents
and regulations aimed at the sustainable exploitation and
conservation of these resources. RMU followed closely requests
for the scuttling of vessels. Strategic documents were prepared
on subjects that included agricultural policies and areas designated
as having special conservation value. This was done in harmony
with policies adopted in other countries, in particular in the
European Union. RMU staff participated in projects concerning
environmental resources, eg. DEDUCE, Cart Ruts Project. In
addition, RMU staff attended experts groups meetings on
integrated coastal zone management and environmental
assessment organised by the European Commission.
Developments at European Community level on policies and
legislation were followed and advice provided on their costs and
opportunities in the local context.
RMU staff advised on proposals for development with respect
to their environmental impact and on mitigation measures on
unavoidable impacts, thereby alleviating the impacts of their
implementation. This was achieved with the full participation
of the developers, consultants and other stakeholders.
Environmental Impact Assessments were carried out on major
proposals, including the offshore aquaculture zone, quarries
and a number of waste management projects. Public hearings
related to the impact assessment of projects proposals were
organised as required by law.
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Preparatory work in connection with the implementation of the
Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive were carried out.
These included the drafting of national legislation and a guidance
document on its implementation.
Proposals for the Conservation Orders and Scheduling were
drafted with respect to selected properties of heritage value.
RMU staff monitored protected sites and advised on the release
of bank guarantees linked to development permits. Moreover
RMU staff participated in schemes aimed at protecting the natural
and built-up heritage.
RMU staff liaised with the Malta Resources Authority in permitting
and monitoring the operation of quarries aimed at ensuring that
mineral extraction is carried out without undue nuisance to
neighbours. A number of disused quarries were permitted to be
infilled with inert waste and restored to beneficial use. A project
identification mission advised on the reclamation of land from
the sea. A number of project proposals were submitted
for funding under various EU-funding schemes.
Waste is also a resource and during the year RMU participated
in activities aimed at projecting a modern approach to managing
waste that goes way beyond control of illegal tipping and litter
control. The traditional idea of unrestricted production of waste
and that waste is something that must be discarded at the first
opportunity and for free unfortunately still pervades our society.
During this year, the engineered landfill at Zwejra was opened
and a permitting strategy based on environmental risk continued
to be implemented. RMU issued permits for the movement of
hazardous waste from one part of Malta to another, as well as
for the overseas shipment of waste. The latter continued to be
an option which Malta relies upon for the sound environmental
management of particular categories of waste. Regulations were
drafted for the management of waste of electrical and electronic
equipment.
Extensive use was made of MEPA’s website to communicate and
inform the public on these activities.
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minerals unit
During the past year, the Minerals Team has continued with its
approved programme of works as set out in the Business Plan
for the Resource Management Unit. The major developments
throughout the year included the expansion of the Unit’s
responsibilities in terms of the Research & Information function
and a more focused approach to the Subject Plan Review process.
This year saw the preparation of a number of draft minerals
policy statements in respect of dust and noise emissions in
quarries, and a number of other minerals policy statements which
are expected to resume once the above policy statement are
approved by the MEPA Board.
Most of the work undertaken by minerals this year has been
focused on Minerals planning and the Structure Plan Review.
The 3 members (including myself) of staff forming part of the
Minerals Team have been working nearly full-time on issues
related to minerals planning and minerals regulation and in
providing inputs and guidance to other units. A number of
instances involving ad hoc or virtually urgent work has often
resulted in disruption of the programmed work plan but none
the less were instrumental in providing additional input into
other areas of related interest to Minerals Environmental Planning.
Another major difficulty that persisted over the past year, has
been the lack of monitoring personnel, mainly with regard to
on going quarry operations; hence the need to prioritise on site
inspections to sites demanding more immediate and drastic
attention. In most cases, such monitoring work has had to be
carried out by senior staff that at the same time were expected
to deliver on other major work such as input into local plans and
the structure plan review as well as preparatory work entailed
by the Minerals Subject Plan Review. Once the additional necessary
personnel complement has been engaged, the minerals team
would become better equipped to deliver its mission not only in
respect of programmed objectives but also on other issues arising.
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Substantial improvements have resulted in respect of a
memorandum of understanding shortly to be endorsed by MEPA
and MRA in respect of Minerals Environmental Planning and
enforcement. This M.O.U. is expected to boost existing resources
and capabilities in addressing the multifaceted requirements of
the minerals industry as well as in addressing the urgent need
to control the deriving environmental impacts.
The Minerals team boasts of a comprehensive database covering
different planning and environmental data inherent to the
minerals industry and spanning over a number of years and
which predate the setting up of the Planning Authority in
December 1992.
The minerals team also had experience in such tools as minerals
prospects evaluation and Strategic Environmental Assessment,
which may come in handy at a later stage, in particular with
respect to the Minerals Subject Plan Review.
The following is a more detailed breakdown of the work carried
out:
- Provide Feed back to DC process
- Follow up actions on Mineral Subject Plan
- Minerals Environmental Control
- Preparation of Minerals Technical Papers on noise and dust
- Provide feedback into the preparation of a Minerals Web page
- Provide administrative and secretarial service to the Minerals
Advisory Board
- Provide input and consultation into geology/engineering
geology related issues
- Maintain and induce necessary improvements into the existing
Minerals Data Base
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waste management
MEPA is the regulatory agency for waste management activities
in Malta. It is responsible for the regulatory aspects related to
the implementation of the National Waste Management Strategy
for the Maltese Islands. MEPA’s regulatory responsibilities are
guided by no fewer than 20 distinct pieces of legislation that
are directly related to waste management as well as a number
of other indirectly related regulations and guidance documents.
Within MEPA’s organisation structure, the waste regulatory
function falls under the Resources Management Unit of the
Environment Protection Directorate.
One of the major tasks of MEPA’s Waste Management Team is
to ensure that the body of waste-related legislation is constantly
updated to reflect the European Union’s Directives and Regulations
on the subject. This activity includes continuous screening of
communications from the EU institutions on the subject and the
preparation of the necessary groundwork so that the Maltese
Government would be in a position to provide input into EU
decision-making mechanisms. This work ensures that any
forthcoming legislation from the EU takes into account the
Maltese perspective and our particular requirements.

MEPA has also received 26 applications for Transfrontier Shipment
(TFS) permits for hazardous wastes. Five of these permits for the
export of waste from Malta have been issued and another two
permits were issued for wastes transiting through Malta. The
TFS export permits covered: waste asbestos, lead-acid batteries,
pharmaceutical waste and solvents.
The hazardous waste consignment note system covers the internal
movement of hazardous wastes and other selected waste streams
(such as large quantities of expired foodstuffs). The main aim of
regulating hazardous waste is to ensure that these wastes are
routed to appropriately designed disposal or treatment facilities,
while the aim of regulating wastes such as expired foodstuffs is
to ensure that as much as possible, wastes that can be recycled
or composted do not end up in landfills. During the period under
review, MEPA has issued 231 permits for the transfer of wastes
within Malta, in line with these permits. MEPA has received
notification of 720 waste movements.

In addition to the above, during the period under review the
main focus of MEPA’s Waste Management Team was on the
permitting of waste management activities, and the
implementation of the hazardous waste consignment note
system.

The Waste Management Team is also responsible for providing
expert support to the Planning Directorate on development
applications that are either directly related to waste management
or developments which are likely to generate significant quantities
of wastes. Between October 2004 and September 2005, the
Waste Management Team provided input into more than 250
development applications (excluding input on files reviewed
during the DC/EPD consultation meetings).

In the area of permitting, the major focus was on the development
of a permitting framework for minor waste management activities,
including the regulation of waste carriers. MEPA has finalised a
draft Legal Notice regulating the registration of small-scale waste
management activities. During the review period, a computerised
system for the processing of Waste Management Permits has
also been developed.

For the forthcoming year, the focus of the waste management
team will be on permitting waste activities, the collection of
waste-related data and the implementation of the Producer
Responsibility Directives (i.e. Packaging Waste Directive, End-ofLife Vehicles Directive and the Waste Electrical and Electronic
Goods Directive). Ongoing work on the consignment note system
and support to the Planning Directorate will be maintained.
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environmental heritage management
The natural environment comprises features of ecological
importance, including natural habitats and the indigenous species
associated with them, as well as features of geological and
scientific value. Natural habitats are closely associated with the
geomorphological features that provide the physical environment
to which species of flora and fauna are adapted. Apart from
their intrinsic and scientific value, these features contribute
significantly to the rural landscape of the Maltese countryside,
thus creating areas of high landscape, scenic, and amenity value.

“In August 2005 MEPA
published the scheduling of
part of the coastal cliffs at
Ta’ Cenc (Gozo).”

Collectively, these features form part of our natural heritage that
needs to be safeguarded and passed on to future generations.
This in turn forms an important component of MEPA s obligations
to adopt a continuing approach towards sustainable development.
In this regard, RMU identifies areas and sites of ecological and
scientific importance and proposes protection of such areas
through the scheduling process. This is an ongoing task and the
past year’s scheduling proposals included both the scheduling
of areas that did not benefit from any protection measures as
well as the revision of boundaries of previously scheduled areas.
Such amendments to the scheduling boundaries have been
proposed for Wied ta’ Harq il-Hamiem in St. Julians, which was
originally scheduled in 1996.
In August 2005 MEPA published the scheduling of part of the
coastal cliffs at Ta’ Cenc (Gozo). This scheduling is based on the
importance of the site in providing refuge to colonies of breeding
seabirds, namely the Cory’s shearwater (Calonectris diomedea),
the Yelkouan Shearwater (Puffinus yelkouan) and the European
Storm-petrel, all of which are protected at national and
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international levels. Therefore this scheduling is in line with the
designation of the site as an Important Bird Area of EU Importance
by BirdLife Malta. Other proposals for scheduling are at hand.
Apart from designating scheduled areas/sites, the unit has also
provided input with respect to the management of areas of
heritage value undertaken by non-governmental organisations.
Such input included review of management plans and participation
in working groups aimed at the management of protected sites,
as also required by previously issued Conservation Orders.
RMU has regularly participated in the consultation process of
individual development proposals Outside Development Zones
(ODZ) and within natural areas of heritage value (DC-EPD
consultation process). During such consultations, potential impacts
of proposals on natural habitats, species, geological features and
the natural landscape are assessed. Mitigation measures for
acceptable proposals ODZ are also put forward, particularly with
respect to the implementation of landscaping schemes that
would aid in blending physical development with the rural
surroundings. The unit has also provided input with respect to
large-scale projects in particular road development and restoration
proposals for exhausted quarries. The latter seeks the restoration
of the scars created by mineral extraction, with the scope of
achieving as much as possible the original characteristics of the
rural areas, and the wider landscape setting.
RMU was also involved in assessing requests for the holding of
activities within protected sites. These include beach parties,
music festivals and the like. Although these would not qualify
as development per se, as defined in the Development Planning
Act 1992, activities involving a substantial amount of people
may negatively affect areas of natural value. The unit was involved
in issuing clearances for the holding of such activities subject to
conditions aimed at minimising impacts on protected areas.
RMU has provided input to the Local Planning teams with respect
to the environmental significance of particular sites. This input
allows informed strategic land designations that safeguard areas
of environmental importance.
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cultural heritage management
Planning Applications, Restoration Method Statements
The Integrated Heritage Management Team was consulted on
2348 planning applications for advice on cultural and natural
heritage matters within areas that are legally scheduled or having
other environmental constrains.
176 applications related to restoration of buildings and
monuments, mostly involving reviews of Restoration Method
Statements. Last year’s trend in the general improvement in the
quality of the RMS in accordance with guidelines issued by the
IHM Team continued. Site inspections were also carried out in
order to monitor works in progress to ensure compliance with
approved permits and correct restoration practice.
Archaeology
The IHM Team analysed 268 applications for proposed development
within archaeologically sensitive areas. In several cases the
development required an Archaeological Watching Brief, whereby
archaeologists from MEPA and the Superintendence of Cultural
Heritage monitor works for any accidental archaeological discoveries
made during development excavations. 17 new archaeological
sites were discovered through site inspections and watching briefs
during the past year. 3 of these sites were cart-ruts, 4 Second
World War shelters, 4 tombs, the rest included megalithic remains
at Ghajnsielem, a buried part of the Victoria Lines at Mgarr,
Bronze Age remains at Mdina, and Classical masonry at Salina
and the most substantial re-discovery were the remains of ancient
Roman port structures and deposits at Marsa.
Urban Conservation Areas Street Categorization
Issued calls for interested parties to participate in surveys of Street
Categorization within UCAs. In collaboration with the Local Plans
Unit the team carried out site surveys in order to review UCA
boundaries and to establish Street Categorization within the UCAs
for the North Harbour and South Malta Local Plans.
Protected Sites and Monuments
During 2005 MEPA approved the scheduling of Fort Chambray
in Gozo (total area 1.8 square kilometers) and the coastal cliffs
at Ta’ Cenc as an Area of Ecological and Scientific Importance
(total area 1.4 square kilometers). The scheduling of one site at
M’Xlokk was redefined on the basis of a thorough survey, where
the scheduling of part of the site was retained and another part
was excluded from the scheduling owing to lack of heritage
features. A Conservation Order for the restoration of Fort
Chambray was issued. Within this business year the IHM Team
had 27 cases of appeals against scheduling and attended for 47
hearings at the Planning Appeals Board.
Monitoring of Scheduled properties.
The IHM Team carried out a survey to monitor the state of
conservation of 112 properties in St. Julians, and 132 properties
in Pembroke, which were scheduled in 1995 as good examples
of local and British military architecture in the Maltese Islands.
6 properties in St. Julians were de-scheduled and subsequently
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demolished. One property at Pemboke, the Australia Hall, was
damaged by fire after the scheduling.
National Protective Inventory
An inventory of 15 properties of architectural and historical
significance was compiled for eventual scheduling. This action
was mainly taken following work without permit at most of these
properties, or as an update of the existing list of scheduled property.
In addition, with the assistance of three summer students following
a degree in architecture an inventory of 100 most significant
monuments and properties in Valletta was also compiled for
eventual scheduling. Through positive intervention MEPA intends
to conserve the surviving best examples of cultural heritage assets
as landmarks within Malta and Gozo’s historic centers.
Balconies Scheme
The IHM Team in collaboration with the UCA Team inspected
19 cases for the restoration of timber balcony the owners of
which benefited from MEPA grants. The localities were within
Valetta, Floriana and Cottonera. Other beneficiaries included a
number of NGOs having offices or clubs in other localities
including at Gozo. The Team inspected the balconies to confirm
that the restoration work was executed to the required standards.
EIPP
The IHM Team computed bills of quantities in connection with
Planning Gains for development that were eligible to provide
compensation towards environmental improvements. The IHM
Team also carried out a number of inspections and meetings
before, during and on completion of restoration projects for part
of the Victoria Lines at Ta’ Kaduma in the limits of Mosta, and
the restoration of rubble walls and interpretation at Gebel Ciantar
and Ghar il-Kbir at Siggiewi.
EU Projects
The IHM Team also participated in the DELTA project co-funded
by the EU. The project ends in October 2005. The project aimed
at looking at new ways that facilitate regeneration of regions of
historic areas that are in an economic decline. The IHM Team in
collaboration with the Mapping Unit and the Information
Technology Unit completed a one-year project entitled ‘The
Significance of Cart-ruts in Ancient Landscapes’ co-funded by the
EU. MEPA Malta was the lead partner, and the project was
administered by Heritage Malta in collaboration with the Restoration
Unit (Works Division), MEPA and the University of Malta. The
foreign partners included the University of Urbino, Italy and the
agency Approval from Granada, Spain. Case sites in Malta and
Spain were used for testing documentation techniques. A
comprehensive gazetteer of sites in Malta was also compiled.
The results of the project will be disseminated to the public by
means of a web-site, an interactive CD, and a publication.
Interpretation panels will be fixed at Misrah Ghar il-Kbir at Suggiewi
and a touch-screen presentation will be provided at the National
Museum of Archeology in Valletta.
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pollution control
The Pollution Prevention and Control Unit is the regulatory
component of MEPA responsible for (amongst other) issues
relating to industrial activities, climate change, air, water and
terrestrial pollution abatement and measurements as well as the
related inspection processes. In spite of its regulatory role, the
unit strives to maintain good working relations with industry so
as to bring it in line with the requirements of various directives.
The section also follows various international and EU processes
with regards to topics related to the above, providing technical
input in local consultation and review processes, and the drafting
of documents of national interest, such as the State of the
Environment Report 2005, Draft National Strategy for Sustainable
Development, Draft Proposal for a National Energy Policy, and
participated in various local consultative processes and local
meetings (intra-MEPA/ministerial, inter-ministerial meetings,
stakeholder meetings).
This report reflects the first whole year of operations under the
EU regime.
Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control
The IPPC committee met formally 11 times and engaged in active
discussions, so as to finalize the issue of two IPPC permits relating
to the engineered landfill at Ta’ Zwejra, and for the pharmaceutical
company Medichem. The relevant permits were duly approved
by the MEPA board during meetings held in public, and are now
posted on the website of the authority which contains the full
details of the submitted documentation as well as the relevant
permits, for the information of the general public.
IPPC installations have also been advised as to the data they
need to collect and transmit to MEPA regarding the emissions
from their sites so that these can be reported to the commission
and to the public.
The application forms for Farms have also been finalized in
anticipation to bringing these installations in line with the directive.
Ozone Depleting Substances
The ODS Committee met several times to review matters relating
to the control and elimination of these substances. One outcome
of these deliberations resulted in the ratification of the latest
amendments to the Montreal Protocol.
Meetings were held with several agencies relating to such matters
as the use of Halons on board vessels, the minimum qualifications
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required from technicians using OD substances or servicing ODS
equipment, and on the establishment of a syllabus and training
course which will allow eventual certification of these technicians.
This training course has now been established in conjunction
with the Cleaner Technology Center.
The section has also engaged in discussions with Wasteserve
regarding the disposal or destruction of OD substances.
Staff members of the section represent Malta on the Management
Committee and National Experts meetings of the Commission.
Chemical Control
In the general area of the control of chemicals, staff members
represent the Authority on the Pesticides Advisory Board. A number
of general consultation exercises were held in which the impact
of proposals by the commission for the banning of certain chemicals
was gauged. On the basis of these consultations, position papers
were prepared to guide voting in commission meetings.
Air Quality
The Air Quality Section is responsible for various Directives
resulting from the acquis and from various international
conventions.
In addition to these commitments the section was heavily engaged
on building up future capacity through the acquisition of
equipment and training. These are to be acquired through two
funding programmes, and will result in the purchase of three air
monitoring stations.
The funding also allows for a thorough training programme from
experienced member states. The following was achieved:
• Tender writing and formulation of supply tenders for equipment
and software
• Formulation of Terms of Reference for Twinning Light
• Attendance to Training Courses and Project Surgeries for
funding programmes
• Coordination of adjudication of supply tenders
Additional efforts were made for a TAIEX application for training
on the National Emission Ceilings Directive .
Presently the section has successfully concluded the adjudication
process for the purchase of two new stations.
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Twinning Light
The air quality section benefited from two Twinning Light sessions
(UK and Austria): one focused on air monitoring and the other
treated the compilation of the inventory for reporting to the
National Emission Ceilings Directive .
Coordination and Management of the
Air-Monitoring Network
Various activities were carried out in the field of air
monitoring, namely:
• Coordination of the relocation of Kordin air monitoring station
and visit of maintenance technician from the makers. The
section was trained on calibration procedures, principles of
operation and downloading of data was carried out. This
station is now up and running.
• Supervision on the diffusion tube network especially in cases
where the tubes are used for specific projects, for example
monitoring at Tal-Handaq Secondary School Qormi and
ammonia monitoring in farms.
• Coordination of Quality Assurance and Quality Control
Programmes of two air monitoring stations including preventive
and corrective maintenance.
• Coordination of monitoring for lead, heavy metals, sodium
and sulphates.
Inventory Preparation
The air quality section is also responsible for compiling national
emission inventories under the National Emission Ceilings Directive
and for the Convention on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution.
The section was trained by staff from the University of Malta
(together with the Climate Change Section) on the compilation
of the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Inventory. The section
performed some additional data gathering for GHG Inventory.
The air quality section participated in training courses and
conferences abroad namely:

Working Groups
The air quality section also forms part and gives feedback to two
committees/working groups: the Committee on Transport Health
and the Environment and the Task Force on Particulate Matter.
The former involves work in the correlation of air quality data
with traffic counts and data from health departments.
Input was also made to the following:
• Report on EEA Country Signals
• EC Transport Hot spots led by European Environment Agency
and and the Clean Air for Europe Working Group
• Document treating air transport infrastructures in the new
member states
Noise Section
The Noise Section started functioning in mid- August 2005
This section is responsible for the implementation of noise directive
relating to the assessment and management of environmental noise.
It is currently engaged on identifying the required actions through
the assistance of foreign consultant under a Twinning Project.
Climate Change
The Climate Change Section is responsible for the following areas:
• Climate Change obligations under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto
Protocol
• Climate Change obligations under European Climate Change
Programme:
- Monitoring Mechanism for monitoring Community
greenhouse gas emissions and for implementing the Kyoto
Protocol;
- Establishing a scheme for greenhouse gas emissions
allowance trading within the Community;

• Task Force Meeting on Emissions Inventory Preparation

- Proposal for a regulation on certain fluorinated greenhouse
gases and proposal for a directive on emissions from air
conditioning systems in motor vehicles.

• 9th EIONET Meeting on Air Quality Assessment and
Management

• National Emissions Inventory System for Greenhouse Gases
and other Air Pollutants

• CAFÉ Steering Group Meeting

• Sulphur Content of Fuels

• AQUILA Meeting on National Reference Laboratories

• Quality of Petrol and Diesel Fuels

• Training on monitoring of heavy metals in Particulate Matter

• Sulphur content of marine fuels

• WHO Meeting on monitoring of PM10 and PM2.5

• Training on the Data Exchange Module (DEM) for reporting
of raw AQ data
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Activities:
The main activity consisted in the preparation of Malta’s National
Allocation Plan 2005-2007 (NAP), submission to European
Commission, and its general defense in the face of some member
states objections. Presentation of NAP at Working Group 3 and
Climate Change Committee. The NAP was accepted by the
Commission in December 2004 through Commission Decision
(2004)5287.
The greenhouse gas emissions inventory for 2001 to 2003 was
updated and submitted to the European Commission. The section
also participated in a training workshop for EU member states
on the use of new CRF Reporting software. This training is
ongoing for new staff that will be helping in the compilation of
future emissions inventories.
The section also compiled and submitted to the commission a
report relating to quality of petrol and diesel fuels.
Water Pollution
This section is responsible for matters relating to the quality of
inland surface waters, coastal and marine water bodies.
Dangerous Substances Directive Implementation
The legal notice establishing emission limit values and quality
objectives for permits for direct discharges into the marine
environment has been reviewed to include a list of quality
objectives and is in its final stages prior to public consultation.
Monitoring of List I and of some List II substances under the
Directive has commenced for seawater and sediments, while
background work on a one-time biological monitoring exercise
has been carried out. Background work relating to reporting,
including material for information requested from external entities
has also been prepared.
Water Framework Directive Implementation
A memorandum of understanding between the Malta Resources
Authority and the Malta Environment and Planning Authority,
which regulates the activities of the two competent authorities
for this directive, was finalized and signed.
Informal meetings were also held with representatives of the
Commission to finalize Malta’s submission of sites for intercalibration
purposes. These sites together with a justification document were
finalized and eventually accepted by the Commission.
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The section also coordinated the establishment of focal points
for the various activities under the Common Implementation
Strategy. Replies to questionnaires, or requests for feedback on
documents/ reporting formats from within MEPA were also
coordinated and consolidated prior to forwarding to the intended
recipients.
Drafts of the following Article 5 reports have been prepared on
identification of surface water bodies, typology, significant
pressures, significant point sources, significant diffuse sources,
significant abstraction from surface water, identification of artificial
and heavily modified water bodies, and significant water low
regulations and morphological alterations.
Significant work on the establishment and mapping of protected
areas has also been carried out.
A study on the economic analysis of surface water used has been
commissioned and is presently in progress.
Water Quality Monitoring and Reporting
The monitoring of the state of various water bodies (excluding
ground water which is carried out by MRA) falls within the remit
of this section.
Bathing Water Directive
• Bathing Water Quality Reporting 2004 (part) for EU (forwarded
to Health Department)
• Bathing Water Quality Report 2004 for Public (available on
MEPA website)
Integrated Monitoring Program
The section drafted and adjudicated a tender proposal to include
all monitoring requirements under:
- Bathing Water Directive
- Nitrates Directive
- Fresh Waters Supporting Fish Life
- Urban Water Directive (monitoring of discharges)
- Dangerous Substances Directive
- MED POL
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Subsequently it coordinated this integrated monitoring program
from 11th July 2005 and scheduled till April 2006 (on-going).
This included monitoring schedules, apparatus, and connections
with laboratories, calibration of equipment, data collection, input
and organization for reporting and quick data retrieval
Nitrates Directive
• Participation in cross-compliance issues posed by Department
of Agriculture
Fresh Water Supporting Fish Life
• Participation in overseeing designation of waters as obliged
by the directive to subsequently monitor and report.
• Drafting of report for submission to EEA was also carried out.
Shellfish Waters Directive
• The section advised on designation of shellfish waters as part
of obligations of the directive.
• Reporting for EEA carried out and forwarded through
established channels utilizing appropriate format
Urban Waste Waters Directive
• Participation in meetings of the commission and contributed
to reporting under article 17 utilizing appropriate format.
Permitting
Permits for one-time underwater hull cleaning, propeller polishing
and related maritime maintenance activities were issued as well
as input in issues of waste management permitting related to
dredging and disposal at sea. Around 35 permits (with conditions)
related to marine vessel cleaning were issued during this period.
PPCU Inspectorate
The activities carried out by the Pollution Prevention and Control
Inspectorate for the period October 2004 and September 2005
include:
• Collection of samples for the Bathing Water Quality Monitoring
Programmes of 2004 and 2005 on a bi-weekly basis during
both bathing seasons from May to October. Furthermore,
every 2 weeks a third sampling was performed for nitrates
and fresh water samples
• Participation in Ambient Air Monitoring Programme including
the maintenance of 2 Stations and running of the Passive
Diffusion Tube Monitoring Network in 36 localities around
the Maltese Islands.
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• Participation in various IMPEL workshops training programs
and conferences, including the IMPEL – TFS General
Conference, Seaport Project and Destination of Wastes Projects.
• Participation in various training programs, seminars and
workshops as part of Twinning Projects
• Inspections on farms listed as IPPC sites and permitted waste
management facilities including bring-in-sites, inert waste
landfills, and restoration of quarries. Implementation of a work
plan-based system of inspections on the OPRA risk based
inspection system in conformity with EU minimum criteria.
• Approximately, 1104 routine inspections were carried out
from October 2004 to September 2005 at permitted waste
management facilities and waste storage facilities. Monitoring
of hull cleaning operations on sea vessels, particularly cruise
liners is also carried out.
• Joint traffic inspections were conducted in collaboration with
Police and ADT. Various vehicles falling under environmental
legislation were stopped and issued with warnings where
necessary.
• The Inspectorate carries out several inspections with regards
to Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) involving the tagging
and inspection of aircraft fire extinguishers containing halons,
and other ODS importations at the freight handling facilities
of Luqa and Hal Far as well as inspections carried out by the
ODS Team at storage facilities for ODS. The Inspectorate also
issues permits related to ODS and is also active in the work
of the ODS Committee.
• Enforcement with regards to packaging of non-alcoholic
beverages involved the issuance of notifications of compliance
to stakeholders in the local market, performing packaging
compliance checks, regulating at importation level, investigating
complaints and taking corrective action with regards to noncompliant products, namely direct action operations where
non-compliant beverages have been confiscated.
• Approximately 650 complaints were investigated and
enforcement actions were followed. 58% of the cases dealt
with illegal dumping, 17% dealt with emissions. Enforcement
cases involve the monitoring of clean-up operations where
the PPCU Inspectorate had issued enforcement notices.
• Legal prosecutions were initiated by virtue of the Environment
Protection Act. The latter prosecutions mainly deal with
breaches of Legal Notice 337 of 2001, Legal Notice 128 of
1998 and Legal Notice 336 of 2001 that regulate waste
management activities.
• An On-Call Emergency Service for Pollution Control issues
provided the general public a service through which urgent
complaints are investigated immediately even after office hours.
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report from the planning directorate
In this first full year as Director of Planning one cannot but look
back with a sense of achievement. The main target this year was
to do more with less and to a certain extent the directorate is
satisfied that this objective has been achieved by its three main
sections in the Directorate, that is Development Control, Forward
Planning and Enforcement.
Development Control
The Development Control Section increased the number of files
processed by 7% and this led to a similar increase in decisions
reached. The current caseload was decreased by 2%. Applications
processed for reconsideration increased by almost a third. All in
all, it may be reassuring to note that three applications out of
every four received approval. All this was done in the context of
a cost-cutting drive, which saw overtime decrease by 29% in a
scenario where the new DC2005 regulations were fine tuned
and implemented and where the Reconsiderations processed by
the Directorate increased by 28%.
A major exercise, which was completed this year was the
finalisation of the Design and Policy Guidance 2005. This document
brought up to date the previous set of guidelines published in
2000. For planners and architects, this document is a very
important guide. As such, we embarked on an extensive
consultation exercise with the main consultees being the BICC
and KTP. The fruit of these labours was distilled in the evolution
of 129 new policies and ten major changes.
Some of these main changes included:
• The introduction of the ‘visual architectural gain’ concept
whereby aesthetics and design may now be given not only
more prominence but also receive a just reward
• Greater emphasis on the design of proposed development
adjoining Urban Conservation Areas
• The elimination of the internal development concept from
Urban Conservation Areas so as to preserve their character
• The introduction of the penthouse level on three storey
buildings.
• The introduction of the Urban Improvement Fund.
• Greater emphasis on energy conservation particularly with
the review of the policies related to solar water heaters and
photovoltaic modules.
• Mindful of the social aspect, DC2005 also established the
need for a mix in the types of apartments in building blocks.
The document tries to ensure the right mix of single bedroomed
apartments with multiple bedroomed apartments.
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Finally it has also been recognized that such a document cannot
be static and as such consultation should be kept ongoing and
the document updated periodically.
Forward Planning
Extensive work has been carried out on the phase 3 of the
Structure Plan review and now we are at the stage of concluding
the draft replacement Structure Plan document. The replacement
plan development was also scrutinized through a Strategic
Environment Assessment (SEA) Process.
Several internal discussions and others with MEPA board have
been carried out so as to update the North Harbours Local Plan
and now this plan’s review is in its final stages. A similar review
process has been initiated on the North West Local Plan.
This year has seen the launch of the draft South Malta Local Plan
for public consultation in May of 2005. This plan has generated
so much interest that the six week public consultation period
had to be extended by another four weeks. Numerous meetings
were held with local councils, other constituted bodies and
individuals with the aim to better explain the plan and to better
understand reactions that the public had on this draft. It is with
satisfaction that one notes also the positive response by the
media during this exercise. The officers in SMLP team were heavily
engaged in radio and television coverage on a weekly basis and
the details of the draft plan were also publicized on the print
media. The public consultation period was concluded in July of
2005. This was the last of the seven local plans to be issued for
public consultation. Around 500 written requests were generated
and these have been plotted and are being catalogued and
analysed.
The Forward Planning section is also responsible for the preparation
of development briefs and other studies including also site
Selection Excercises.
The Pender Place and Mercury House Development Brief has
been concluded and approved by Government while the draft
Fort Cambridge Development Brief has been finalized and issued
for public consultation.Following public consultation, the 31st
March Site Development Brief at Birzebbugia is also being finalized.
This brief includes the relocation of the existing fuel storage
tanks. Another brief which has been prepared by the Directorate
is the Il-Ghirien Development Brief.
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“In relation to transport policy, it was
indeed a pleasure to be able to pass on
a quarter of a million liri back to the
community in the form of financing for
the Park And Ride Scheme.”

Site selection excercises such as that for caravan sites and golf
course development have also been concluded and policy guidance
such as that for shooting ranges have been finalized and issued
for public consultation.

and ending with the sealing off of various illegal sites. A major
problem this year was the considerable increase in illegal dumping
which had our staff overextended, often without the possibility
of arraigning the culprits.

Forward Planning prepared also the Draft Policy Framework for
Tall Buildings, which also includes guidance on the application
of the floor area ratio policy prescribed in DC 2005.
In relation to transport policy, it was indeed a pleasure to be able
to pass on a quarter of a million liri back to the community in
the form of financing for the Park And Ride Scheme. The monies
accrued from the Commuted Payments Parking Scheme are
starting to pay off and the approval of plans to increase the
parking for the Valletta Floriana area by 1000 spaces will go
some way in alleviating the constraints felt by the residents in
the locality.

The year opened with a decision to target the removal of eyesores
from Valletta. The gradual accumulation of air conditioning units
on the graceful facades of the buildings of Valletta was
contributing to the degradation of our capital city. The exercise
was initiated by a media blitz and followed up through a series
of meetings with the Valletta shop owners who overcame an
initial reluctance, also through the intervention of the GRTU. In
all the exercise we had the co-operation of the Valletta Local
Council and the Valletta Rehabilitiation Project. By the closing
date of the grace period given by MEPA for the offending units
to be removed, out of 1055 units identified in a photographic
survey in October 2004, 719 were removed, relocated or are in
the process of being regularized.

Enforcement
Another major area of achievement is the reduction by half of
the cases still pending at the Enforcement Section over the past
two years. In October 2003, the caseload in this section stood
at 3266 while at the close of this financial year the caseload read
1583 pending cases. A total of 3705 complaints were received
and almost all were replied to. However, it is disappointing to
note that only roughly 10% of contravenors removed the illegalities
without the need for further action. It seems that society is still
moving too slowly in the direction of abiding by the law. The
fact that the onus of removing an illegality lies on the perpetrator
is viewed by some with a certain lightness. Thirty direct actions
were undertaken starting from the demolition of illegal structures
in protected areas, continuing with the removal of scrapyards
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With the aim of improving construction sites in tourism zones
and mitigating the impact of these sites on the neighbourhoods
in the peak season, the enforcement team approached developers
and gave guidance on mitigation measures to be introduced so
that the areas would have a better image.
Finally the directorate is satisfied with the conclusion of the
development control review report by the Office of the Prime
Minister’s Management Efficiency Unit, which promotes a focused
set-up of the development control section towards greater
efficiency and accountability.
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full development applications

Full Development Applications
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February 2005
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564

March 2005
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April 2005
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August 2005
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Decisions

Month

Caseload
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October 2004

3599

444

November 2004

3675

575

December 2004

3836

249

January 2005

3951

521

February 2005

3983

561

March 2005

4094

492

April 2005

4205

641

May 2005

4121

842

June 2005

4251

568

July 2005

4178

794

August 2005

3962

779

September 2005

3263

878
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enforcement unit report
During this financial year, notwithstanding the on-going changes
in human resources and the additional specific tasks carried
out during this year, the Enforcement Unit kept on its momentum
in improving the performance upon last year as can be seen
in Diagram 1 below.

The Unit, made up of five teams each lead by a Senior
Enforcement Officer, maintained the caseload updating exercise
initiated in 2003 through which resulted in a considerable
decrease in the workable caseload at the Enforcement Officer’s
end and an increase in the cases awaiting direct action as
indicated in Diagram 2. The current pending workable caseload
at the Enforcement Officers has dropped from 3266 in October
2003 to 1583 in September 2005.
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Diagram 1: Enforcement Caseload Distribution by Month (2003 – 2005)
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Diagram 2: Enforcement Caseload Distribution by Month (2004 – 2005)
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The Enforcement Complaints and Compliance Section under the
Operations Unit, received a total of 3705 complaints out of which
3524 were replied, from these 391 cases were resolved by the
contravenor removing the illegality without the need of resorting
to enforcement action (Table 1). A total of 8545 requests for
compliance certificates were received and 8467 cases concluded
as per Table 2.

The amount of enforcement notices issued this year is slightly
higher than last year’s, reaching the figure of 1077 (Table 3).
During this year although the number of closed cases was not as
high as last year’s, it is the second highest figure in the last five
years The monthly distribution of enforcement notices issued and
closed are is as shown on Diagram 3 and Diagram 4. Enforcement
notices were closed for various reasons as specified in Table 4.

Complaints resolved without Enforcement Notice

On a proactive note, one must mention that besides the
enforcement actions outlined above, the enforcement unit kept
on monitoring on going permitted development. This is done
through a schedule of inspections managed by each area team.
The advantage of such monitoring is that any infringements are
acted upon at construction stage. This monitoring lead to an
increase in the amount of minor amendments being requested
and at certain instances resulted also in enforcement action
stopping the development in question.

Month
Oct ‘04

25

Nov ‘04

40

Dec ’04

13

Jan ‘05

29

Feb ‘05

37

Mar ‘05

34

Apr ‘05

34

May ‘05

43

Jun ‘05

29

Jul ‘05
Aug ‘05

Enforcement
Notices Issued

Enforcement
Notices Closed

2001

1369

994

48

2002

1030

900

44

2003

760

919

Sep ‘05

15

2004

1061

1404

Total

391

2005

1077

1054

Table 1: Complaints resolved without need of Enforcement Notice

Table 3: Enforcement Notices issued and Closed by Year

Requests for Compliance Certificates
Received

Replied

Area Team 1

3076

3051

Area Team 2

3298

3241

ODZ

394

379

MPT

702

700

Malta

7470

7371

Gozo

1075

1096

Total

8545

8467

Table 2: Compliance registered during this year by the
Complaints and Compliance Office
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Enforcement notices issued each month
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Diagram 3 - Enforcement notices issued each month
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Diagram 4 - Closed cases each month
Closed cases by reason
Sanctioned

Compiled
by owner

Withdrawn

Notification by
Direct Action Team

Direct action
by MEPA

Closed due to
payment of D/A Bill

Oct ‘04

44

14

9

1

0

0

68

Nov ‘04

48

35

9

1

0

0

93

Dec ‘04

19

6

4

1

1

0

31

Jan ‘05

43

26

10

1

0

0

80

Feb ‘05

56

48

24

1

0

5

134

Mar ‘05

122

48

14

7

0

2

193
128

Apr ‘05

86

28

9

4

0

1

May ‘05

57

27

7

2

0

0

93

Jun ‘05

10

12

5

1

0

1

29

Jul ‘05

27

6

1

2

0

0

36

Aug ‘05

43

9

2

2

0

0

56

Sep ‘05

63

26

12

6

0

6

113

618

285

106

29

1

15

1054

Table 4: Closed cases by reason and year
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In last year’s annual report MEPA stated that direct actions were
to emphasise on issues that concern more the environment. In
fact under the review period October 2004 and September 2005
the priority of the Direct Action Team was to remove illegalities
that mainly concerned the environment. In more than 30
operations the Direct Action team has covered a wide spectrum
of illegalities starting from the demolition of illegal structures in
protected areas, to scrap yards and the sealing off of various
illegal sites.
Stables and garages were removed from a special conservation
area of international importance protected under Legal Notice
257/03 and GN 877/03. The operation was completed within
one day and the owner was obliged to restore the area by reinstating the soil and rubble boundary walls.
A number of operations were carried out to remove large
quantities of signs and billboards that constituted injury to
amenity. More than 5000 placards and signs were removed
throughout these operations.
A number of sites were sealed off by the direct action team after
the owners of the site did not abide by the instructions of MEPA
officials. In two cases assistance of the police was requested and
24hr fixed points were set. More than 4300 hours of monitoring
was carried out in conjunction with the police of the Administrative
Law Enforcement section.
Several scrap yards were removed in the last quarter of the year.
Hundreds of tons of rubble and scrap material were deposited
in facilities for recycling. The removal of scrap yards to remove
the impact of these activities on the environment will be part of
the priority list for the coming year.
Other priorities have been set for the coming year. These include
the removal of infringements in the Tourist Priority Area, action
against injury to amenity and above all further actions within
pristine and scheduled areas.
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On a concluding note, one must remark that besides the
achievements outlined above, the Enforcement Unit during the
past year, was involved in three major exercises:
a) In November 2004 the Enforcement Unit through the direct
involvement of the Area Enforcement Officer, embarked
on an exercise with an aim of removing air-condition
outdoor units from the façade of buildings in Valletta which
is a World Heritage Site. In this exercise the Area Enforcement
Officer acted as the main reference point to owners of
property in Valetta and guided on the best way to relocate
these units in order to be more aesthetically acceptable.
By end of September out of 1055 units identified in October
2004, 365 were removed by owners and 354 will be
relocated following the submission of a planning application;
b) A proactive action exercise in Tourism Zones aimed at
improving construction sites within these areas and their
impact on the neighbourhood was carried out in summer.
Through this exercise the developers of a number of sites
under construction and other vacant plots, which were
causing negative visual impact in these zones, were guided
by the area enforcement officers, on how to improve their
sites. This exercise helped in portraying a better image in
areas popular by locals and tourists;
c) Another exercise carried out during the last three months
focused on one of the prime scheduled coastal areas on
the South-East of Malta. This exercise was targeted towards
the removal of illegal structures along the coast of the
Dellimara peninsula. Twenty-one notices were issued on
different illegal structures out of which eleven have been
already improved by the contravenors.
It is planned that in the following year the enforcement unit
besides its on-going daily responsibilities to monitor land-use
development, other exercises focusing on specific development
and areas will be carried out aiming at guaranteeing a better
environment to our clients.
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plan making and policy development unit
The Plan Making and Policy Development Unit (PMPDU) is
responsible for the development of strategic and subsidiary plans
as well as guiding other units who undertake other functions.
During the current year, the public consultation exercise related
on Phases 1 and 2 of the Structure Plan have been finalized and
are envisaged to be presented to MEPA board together with
stage 3 of the Strategic Plan. The public comments analysed and
were instrumental in effecting some modifications to the draft
documents which were issued for consultation in 2004.
In the meantime, Phase 3 has started in earnest and presentation
to MEPA board is earmarked for the end of the current year.
Regular internal and external meetings are held to obtain the
continuous feedback requisite to strategic planning. The
replacement plan development was also scrutinized through a
Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA) Process. Staff received
training on the subject from an expatriate expert who conducted
an intensive training course in November 2004.
This year has seen the launch of the draft South Malta Local Plan
which was issued for public consultation in May of 2005. This
plan has generated so much interest that the six week public
consultation period had to be extended by another four weeks.
Numerous meetings were held with local councils, other
constituted bodies and individuals with the aim to better explain
the plan and to better understand reactions that the public had
on this draft. The public consultation period was concluded in
July of 2005. This was the last of the seven local plans to be
issued for public consultation. Around 500 written requests were
generated and these have been plotted and are being catalogued
and analysed. It is envisaged that the South Malta Local Plan is
approved by MEPA board in the first half of 2006.
The North Harbours Local Plan was presented to MEPA board in
a number of sessions and the final approval is expected later in
2005. The final internal deliberations are also underway for the
North West Local Plan whilst the rest of the emergent plans (ie.
the Central Malta Local Plan and the Gozo and Comino Local
Plan) have reached a very advanced stage and are expected to
be presented to MEPA Board early in 2006. There were a number
of factors which have contributed to slowing of the impetus that
local plans had achieved in 2005. These included the loss of a
number of staff members, other emergent planning policy and
the need of coherence with these policies (eg. DC 2005), diversion
of professional input to other projects and the integration of
strategic with local planning issues. The PMPD had also operated
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without a Unit Manager from May 2004 till February 2005.
The unit was also responsible for a number of subsidiary planning
guidance documents and other tasks. These included:
• Development Brief for Fort Cambridge Area – Guidance for
development of an area in the Fort Cambridge Environs in
Sliema which is currenly occupied by the Holiday Inn - Crown
Plaza complex in Sliema - approved by MEPA and issued for
public consultation in September 2005.
• Development Brief for 31st. March site at B’Bugia – Guidance
for development of an area currently occupied by the 31st.
March Petroleum plant in Birzebbuga and which is earmarked
for relocation in view of incompatibility with surrounding
land use - approved by MEPA and issued for Public Consultation
in July 2005.
• Policy Guidance for Shooting ranges – Detailed guidance for
the determination of development planning applications
related to various kinds of shooting ranges - approved by
MEPA and issued for Public Consultation in September 2005.
• Development Brief for a site at il-Ghirien, Birzebbugia –
development guidance for an area indicated through the
approved Marsaxlokk Bay Local Plan through policies MB 18
and MB 22 - internal consultation prior to MEPA approval.
• Landscape Assessment Study for the Maltese Islands –
Document relating to the study of issues and proposal of
guidance as a basis for landscape related policy in the
replacement Structure Plan for the Maltese Islands - issued
for public consultation in September 2004.
• Landscape Assessment Study – validation of landscape
assessment model through public consultation process. This
study involved the conduct and analysis of a specifically
designed questionnaire involving circa 300 randomly selected
respondents.
• Golf Course – professional input to a site selection exercise
in Hawtree report.
• Development Brief for the Gas Depot at Il-Qajjenza – draft
development brief for the site currently occupied by Liquid
Petroleum Gas bottling plant at Birzebbuga - internal
consultation prior to MEPA approval.
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• Caravan Site Selection exercise – report indicating way forward
for the selection of sites for caravanning – November 2004

• Amendment to Ta’ Qali Action Plan – amendment of two
policies

• Small and Medium Entreprises– Preparation of parliamentary
resolution including partial Structure Plan amendment of
policies SET 8 and IND 6 following an extensive public
consultation exercise which was followed by the approval of
Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) Site Selection study –
The SME study was endorsed by the Minister.

• Marfa Action Plan – Policy and sites for beach rooms.

• Revision of Use Classes Order – in view of a number of
difficulties with operating the current Use Classes Order, a
revision to the Use Class Order was undertaken with a view
of addressing and streaming a number of outstanding issues
- internal consultation prior to MEPA approval.
• Policy Guidance for Open Storage Areas– Guidance to direct
site selection for facilities which require open storage facilities
- approved by Minister in February 2005.
• UCA Street Classification – Undertaken for Gozo and Comino
Local Plan and North Harbour Local Plans – both have
undergone internal consultation with a view of being
incorporated in the respective local plans.
• Review and update of data relating to utilisation of vacant
land within the development zone. This included an extensive
study based on recent aerial photography and on site
verification to update existing information emerging from
the Structure Plan review Topic Papers .The data was compiled
on a GIS basis.
• Report on alternative sites for an LPG plant – report evaluating
the constraints and opportunities which would arise should
the site earmarked for this purpose at Benghajsa through the
Marsaxlokk Bay Local Plan be for some reason discarded.
• Policy framework for tall buildings – study to direct the
assessment of proposals relating to tall buildings. The study
is also intended to address outstanding issues resulting from
the interpretation of the Floor Area Ratio concept as indicated
through the Policy and Design Guidance 2005.

• Development including exercise to determine constraints.
• Comino Hotel – Review of situation and compilation of report
of way forward for redevelopment of tourism facilities in lieu
of existing ones on the island of Comino – presentation
approved by MEPA Board in early 2005.
• Ras Hanzir pre-development submission co-ordination.
• Xemxija Bay Yacht marina – co-ordination of MEPA inputs to
baseline studies for the Malta Maritime Authority.
• Memos to minister and/or cabinet – professional input,
including reports contributing to a number of memos to
cabinet.
• A number of site selection exercise for a number of major
projects.
The unit has also been responsible for providing professional
support to a number of development planning permits especially
in relation to guidance on issues relating to local plans and major
projects. PMPDU has also been responsible for presenting a
number of Planning Control applications to MEPA board. The
unit also suggests terms of reply for parliamentary questions
which are referred from time to time.
A number of PMPDU staff have attended international seminars
where they shared experiences with expatriate colleagues on
a number of planning and environment related topics. The
topics ranged from Housing and Regional Development, Spatial
Planning (ESPON, POLYMETREX), Urban Conservation, Tourism
and Climate Change.

• Qawra / Dwejra Management Plan – Extensive professional
input to compilation of management plan, presentations to
the public during consultation phase and review of public
submissions.
• Minor Amendments to Local Plans – Kalkara.
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“by far the most onerous
was the South Malta
Local Plan which involved
extensive media input
and outreach.”

public relations office
The Public Relations Office this year was heavily engaged in the
dissemination of information on initiatives carried out by the
Malta Environment and Planning Authority. During this financial
year a total of 42 press calls and 60 press releases were issued.
The first major PR exercise was undertaken in the last quarter of
2004 with the drive for removing the air-conditioning units
hanging on facades of buildings in Valletta. This initiative,
undertaken in collaboration with the Valletta Rehabilitiation
Project and the Valletta Local Council, involved the door to door
distribution of informative leaflets and a nationwide advertising
campaign.
Two new ICT services were launched. The campaign for these
services was designed to reach mainly professional market, and,
to a lesser extent, the private home user. The services enabled
the clients to know the status of their planning applications.
Six initiatives promoting Environmental Initiatives in Partnership
were promoted. To increase cost effectivness, the publicity
material was designed in such a way that it could be utilized
both within the locality where the project was being carried out
and also in national exhibitions. A media mix for acquainting the
public with the creation of Artificial Reefs, the ecological
rehabilitation of Wied Ghollieqa, the construction of a Garden
at Tas-Sellum and the historical restoration of Tal-Grazzja Chapel
and a part of the Victoria Lines included banners, adverts, leaflets
and cards sent by mailshot.
The new year started with the launch of an important planning
document: Design And Policy Guidance 2005. The PR unit was
involved in all stages providing suggestions as to presentation
in style and format. An extensive media campaign involving
radio, television, newspaper slots and advertising ensured that
the target audience was adequately catered for. The conference
at which the document was formally launched and explained
was extremely well attended. Adaquate follow-up was provided
through the co-ordination of efforts to ensure that all queries
were prompty and efficiently answered.
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Six documents were prepared for public consultation. These
included the document on Agricultural Policy and Design, the
South Malta Local Plan and the Qawra Dwejra Management
Project. Of these, by far the most onerous was the South Malta
Local Plan which involved extensive media input and outreach.
All aspects of the media were utilised to acquaint the public both
national and that directly involved with the various aspects of
this local plan. A heavy radio, television, internet and print
presence was maintained for the twelve weeks of the duration
of the consultation period.
With regards to participation in fairs and exhibitions, MEPA
maintained an environmental theme focusing on partnership in
environment and the up-coming declaration of the first marine
protected area in Malta. These themes were displayed in the
Environment Fair, the Malta International Trade Fair, the IT fair
and in World Environment Day. For the latter further events were
organized such as the freeing of turtles caught in fishermen’s
nets and the first ever Environment Planning Awards promoting
a better architectural environment.
The Public Relations Office was also involved in the drawing up
of a document proposing guidelines for public consultation. The
office was also further involved, together with EUMA, IT and the
Legal Office, in the transposition and implementation of legal
notice pertaining to Access to Information. In addition, the report
for the setting up of an Integrated Environmental Communications
Strategy with consultants from the EU was finalised.
The load on the PR office is quite possibly at the maximum it may
take both in terms of finance and in terms of human resources.
Further expansion is difficult considering that media demands
have increased the exposure of the Authority and resulted in a
subsequent heavy increase in direct communication with clients.
These factors need to be borne in mind for future planning.
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legal office
As on the 1st October, 2005, the Legal Office caseload amounted
to 54 pending court cases before the Court of Appeal, 5 court
cases pending before the Superior Courts, and 49 court cases
pending before the Inferior Courts.
During the period under review, the Legal Office received and
dealt with 53 judicial letters/judicial protests. 24 warrants of
prohibitory injunctions were received by MEPA and handled by
the Legal Office, 12 of which have been decided by the Superior
Courts. The Legal Office received and handled a total of 20 new
Court of Appeal cases on behalf of MEPA and, during the same
period, 47 court cases were decided by the Court of Appeal.
Furthermore, a total of 33 new Superior Court cases were received
by MEPA and handled by the Legal Office, during which period
a total of 28 court cases were decided by the Superior Courts.
6 court cases were decided by the Inferior Courts. The Legal
Office also represented MEPA judicially in all court cases to which
MEPA is a party.
Being responsible for nearly all litigation involving MEPA in the
Courts of Law, members of the law firm Abela Stafrace &
Associates have attended an average of twenty five (25) court
sittings per week. It is worth noting that whereas the majority
of the cases relate to appeals filed by applicants or MEPA from
decisions of the Planning Appeals Board (similar to last year), we
have noted a decrease in the number of warrants for prohibitory
injunctions files against the Authority. On the other hand, the
number of proceedings instituted by MEPA to recover costs
incurred for direct action has increased slightly. The number of
civil litigation remained stable, whereas there are no pending
proceedings before the tribunal for the investigation. The majority
of proceedings are conducted in Malta, but we do have a small
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number of cases being heard by the Court of Magistrates in
Gozo. Representations are spread on four lawyers within the
law firm Abela Stafrace & Associates – namely appeals, prohibitory
injunctions and civil litigation being handled by Dr. George Abela,
Dr. Ian J. Stafrace and Dr. Claire Stafrace Zammit; whereas
proceedings before the Tribunal for the investigations of Injustices
and those instituted by MEPA for the recovery of costs incurred
for direct action (most of which are before the Small Claims
Tribunal) being handled by Dr. Claire Stafrace Zammit and Dr.
Lydia Zerafa.
During the period under review the Legal Office tendered advice
to other Units within the Planning Directorate, the Environment
Directorate, the Development Control Commission, the Director
General’s Office, the Chairman’s Office and to the MEPA Board.
Legal office is assisted by three members of law firm Abela
Stafrace & Associates, – namely Dr. George Abela, Dr. Ian J.
Stafrace and Dr. Claire Stafrace Zammit attending MEPA offices
on a daily basis (average of 35 hours per week) to advise on
Development Planning matters. On the other hand the needs
emanating from the Environment Protection Directorate, which
have now stabilised to the same levels of last year, are handled
by Dr. Ian J. Stafrace. Our work in this regard involves replies to
legal queries referred to legal office by MEPA Board, officials
and the DCC, replies to legal letters and protests filed against
MEPA, as well as attendance to meetings as and when requested.
Legal Office has also assisted MEPA in the drafting, vetting and/or
translation of legislative instruments. During the period in question,
most of the time allocated to matters involving Environment
Protection is in fact directly connected to the legislative process.
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mepa audit office report
october 2004 - september 2005
This report is submitted in terms of the requirements of Section
17C of the Development Planning Act.

Office has been verbally informed that the issue will be attended
to as early as possible.

1. The current year was the first full year of operation of the
Audit Office during which year it handled 739 complaints and
requests for information. Requests for information were dealt
with immediately. A substantial number of the complaints were
brought to a satisfactory conclusion. In addition, the complaints
led to 103 investigative reports which were drawn up when in
respect of any particular complaint it was identified that there
was no possibility of a satisfactory conclusion. At the time of
writing, three of these reports were still in a preliminary state,
having been submitted to MEPA for its comments on the
conclusion of the investigation by the Audit Office. It is expected
that a final version of these three reports would be issued by
mid-October 2005.

Investigative Reports

2. It is to be noted that two of the investigations were initiated
after a request was submitted by the Ministry for Rural Affairs
and the Environment. Another two investigations were carried
out as a result of submissions from the Superintendence of
Cultural Heritage. Two investigations were carried out after a
request was received from DCC Divisions ‘B’ and ‘C’ (one each)
at MEPA. Two other requests for investigation were received
from the Director of Planning (one case) and the Director General
at MEPA (one case).
3. The Audit Office, in addition, also carried out 4 investigations
on its own initiative. An investigation was carried out to examine
the allegations published in the weekly Malta Today on 23
January 2005 entitled “MEPA ignores recommendations and
gives green light to development off Dingli Cliffs”. A report
published in the weekly Kulhadd dated 26 June 2005, entitled
“Il-Gvern ibaxxi rasu ghal sfida ta’ militant tal-PN” was investigated
too, as was an article in the Sunday Times dated 1 May 2005,
and entitled “The Green Whistleblower – Fontana ODZ
application.” An additional investigation was carried out relative
to MEPA’s pending reconsideration load. Five reports were
submitted to MEPA in respect of these four investigations.
4. Six (6) complaints are still pending investigation. One of these
complaints is awaiting the appointment of a substitute Audit
Officer, in view of a declared conflict of interest of the Audit
Officer. The Chairman of MEPA and the Hon. Minister for Rural
Affairs and the Environment were notified about the matter on
the 6 July 2005 but as the Parliamentary session was due to end
shortly for the summer recess, the said appointment had to await
the reconvening of Parliament in September 2005. The Audit
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5. The investigative reports submitted to MEPA during the
reporting period are 108 and dealt with the subject areas listed
in Table 1. They contained a total of 283 recommendations: 176
being specific to the investigations and 107 being of a general
nature.
Area of consideration

Number

Administrative and ethical issues
DCC workings
Delays
Development Notification Orders
Discrimination
Enforcement/illegal development
Processing of applications
Telecommunications Antennae
Third Party objections
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

3
16
15
5
9
19
8
3
5
25
108

Table 1 Subject areas investigated
6. The Audit Office considers that it requires emphasising a
number of points resulting from its investigations.
A. The Development Control Commission (DCC)
7. It has been noted in a number of cases that the DCC is not
giving adequate justification when overturning recommendations
of the Planning Directorate. In this respect this Office has, on
five occasions, drawn the attention of MEPA on the matter.
8. Initially, the Audit Office had occasion to express its concern
in respect of the ignoring by DCC Division ‘A’ of its duty to cooperate in investigations in terms of Section 17C of the
Development Planning Act, but the matter was rectified to the
satisfaction of this Office. Subsequently the Audit Office found
co-operation from the DCC Boards.
9. In a number of cases investigated, it has been noted that the
DCC (all three divisions) is providing alternative analysis of
applications and proceeding with negotiating with applicants
after the submission of the Development Planning Application
Reports (DPARs) by the Planning Directorate. The DCC has an
important function in that it has to review the DPARs prepared
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by the technical staff of the Planning Directorate. The DCC has
a broader outlook at all the aspects of an application than the
purely technical input of the professional planners. However
these procedures, i.e., the carrying out of negotiations by the
DCC can give rise to serious problems. Unfortunately, if carried
too far, it will mean that the DCC is assuming in addition to
its duties, the role pertaining to the Planning Directorate.
10. It is to be noted that the majority of members of the DCC
are practicing architects and civil engineers (13 out of 21), a
situation which has remained fairly constant since the MEPA was
set up in 1992. While it is a fact that a working knowledge of
spatial planning is of major importance in this position, it is not
the only requirement. It is inevitable that a practicing architect
and civil engineer would be prejudiced (at least subconsciously)
in favour of development. Moreover frequent conflicts of interest
are liable to arise, which inevitably have a bearing on the
functioning of the Board due to the absence of one or more
members from the Board. The Audit Office has had occasion to
note the frequency where decisions cannot be taken by the DCC
due to the number of members present being inadequate, as
members who declare a conflict of interest have to withdraw
from the Board when a particular application is being assessed.
11. Nomination of DCC members from other areas of expertise
would definitely contribute to more equitable decisions especially
where applications involving the natural environment or the
historical and cultural heritage of the country are involved. Being
conversant with planning policies is not a qualification restricted
to members of the architectural profession. The appointment,
for example, as members of DCC Division ‘C’ of persons conversant
with the built heritage of the Islands, has contributed to its
effectivity. In a similar way, it would be of great benefit if persons
well-versed in environmental issues would be appointed as
members of the DCC Division ‘A’ which deals with applications
outside development zones.
12. The balancing of rights and duties of the different sections
of society, relative to land use planning, is of the essence in
physical planning. While the Audit Office is aware that it is
difficult to identify competent persons of known integrity who
are both willing and able to fill the positions on the DCC Boards,
I believe that it would be of great benefit if the composition of
the DCC Boards represents a more general cross-section of
society. This ensures that through the different competencies of
the DCC members planning policies are observed. A lack of
competence in a particular field may easily lead to irreversible
decisions which seriously harm the natural environment or the
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cultural heritage of the nation.
13. The practice of having a representative of the Director of
Planning present during DCC Meetings has been discontinued
with the consequence that there generally is no one from the
Planning Directorate during DCC meetings with whom the DCC
can communicate and interact.
14. The Development Planning Act does not provide any manner
of correction whereby permits in conflict with approved policies
can be modified or withdrawn. The provisions of Section 39A
of the Development Planning Act apply only to issues of fraud
by the applicant, errors on the face of the record as well as to
issues of public safety. This leads to a situation wherein both
genuinely incorrect as well as maliciously erroneous applications
of policy by the DCC, are only actionable by the Planning Appeals
Board. But this remedy only arises in those cases where an appeal
is filed. It is to be noted that in addition to applicants only
registered objectors may file an appeal. MEPA itself is helpless
if an application contrary to policy is approved. In all other cases,
particularly in the case of applications in respect of which no
representations are submitted in terms of Section 32 of the
Development Planning Act and which are approved by the DCC,
the matter cannot be reviewed.
15. In these cases, the Development Planning Act does not
provide a remedy notwithstanding that they expressly infringe
both the letter and the spirit of the provisions of Section 33 of
the Act. A decision of the DCC may be considered as creating
a precedent, even if, at a later date, it becomes obvious that it
was a mistaken decision. The Planning Appeals Board frequently
considers a precedent decision as being sufficient grounds to
accept appeals and grant permits. The result of all this is that
while the Development Planning Act restricts the powers of the
DCC, in effect the DCC would be establishing its own planning
rules. As whilst the justification on planning grounds is a
requirement when a Planning Directorate recommendation is
overturned, its absence does not invalidate a decision. The matter
requires urgent attention to provide both a remedy, thereby
correcting errors and abuse, as well as a system whereby abuse
of authority by the DCC would be penalised. It is pertinent to
point out that the Building Permits (Temporary Provisions) Act
of 1988 had such a deterrent. Section 12 of that Act provided
that the granting and issuing of a permit contrary to the provisions
of the Act, was to be penalised by means of a fine and/or
imprisonment. A system whereby in exceptional cases it would
be possible to suspend and eventually withdraw a permit where
a mistaken decision is identified is also necessary.
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16. In the light of the above, the issue of discretionary planning
requires detailed consideration. The DCC has no right to initiate
policy, or to take decisions which effectively do so. It is the duty
of the DCC to interpret policy. Its discretionary powers, like any
other decision making body, are limited to be used where the
relevant policy is not sufficiently clear and therefore an
interpretation is necessary.
17. MEPA has already been advised by this Office to examine
Section 33 of the Development Planning Act in order to establish
a sound basis and clearly defined criteria as to when deviation
from established policy is permissible and who is to exercise such
discretion. Where the DCC believes that the observance of the
official policy would lead to an injustice or to environmental
damage or some similar situation, it cannot ignore clearly
established policies which allow no room for interpretation and
impose its opinion. Most of the members of the DCC Board have
no professional training in planning and therefore are not trained
to take such decisions. In the opinion of the Audit Office, it is
only the Board of the Authority which should have the authority
to deviate from policy as it is the body established by law to
create these policies. This is to be carried out on the basis of
clearly defined rules and should be buttressed by a detailed
justification on a case by case basis.
18. This Office had occasion to note the effect which decisions
taken by the Planning Appeals Board (PAB) have on the work of
MEPA. It is not the remit of the Audit Office to investigate the
operations of the said Board, and therefore my comments are
limited to their effect on the functions of MEPA. It is a fact that
some decisions of the PAB are effectively usurping the powers
of MEPA by creating policy. In addition the composition of the
PAB has created a situation where legal aspects take precedence
on planning issues, possibly because the PAB is chaired by a
lawyer. As such developments which had serious negative effects
on the environment, both the natural or otherwise, were approved
not on planning grounds but because of a minor technical matter
of a legal nature (e.g. precedent), MEPA is advised to carry out
a study on the implications of these PAB decisions and on the
basis of the results of such a study to advise the Government as
to the effective action required to prevent recurrence of these
situations.

B. Directorate of Planning
19. The deficiencies of the Directorate of Planning have been
highlighted in the Robinson Reports, presented in November
2004. Reporting on the quality of Development Planning
Applications Reports (DPARs), Leslie Robinson stated that:
6% of the DPARs were assessed as inadequate, in addition a
number of the adequate reports were judged to be of poor
quality,
15 different case officers were the authors of the inadequate or
substandard reports (currently MEPA has a total of 53 case
officers),
problems have been identified with written English, drafting
reasons for refusal, report writing, the use of policy and the
assessment of proposals,
areas of poor practice identified included: recommending a
refusal when negotiations could have achieved a recommendation
of approval, not producing balanced enough reports and not
being prepared to deviate from policy even when non compliance
is small.
20. This Office has had occasion to examine a number of
complaints dealing with delays in the processing of applications
for a development permit and has generally identified that a
number of case officers engaged in piecemeal analysis of
applications, dishing out separate requests for information to
architects. In addition, a lack of a coherent policy as to which
consultations are required together with an inadequate response
rate from consultees, does not make matters easier.
21. This Office has also noted that a number of applicants are
reluctant to amend an application at the request of the Planning
Directorate and prefer to negotiate with the DCC. Whether this
is a result of the practice which the DCC Boards have adopted
of negotiating with the applicants, or whether it is a result that
applicants find a more sympathetic approach in the DCC members
is not clear at this stage.
22. The largest number of complaints relative to delays has been
submitted relative to requests for the reconsideration of decisions.
This is due to the fact that MEPA is not yet in line with the
provisions of Legal Notice 266/01 in force since 1 November
2001 and entitled Development Planning (Procedure for
Reconsideration), Regulations 2001.
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23. On the 30 September 2005, there were 1,498 requests for
reconsideration pending to be determined. The Planning
Directorate has concluded a report on 909 of these requests but
these were still pending at the three DCC Divisions for a variety
of reasons. The number of applications awaiting the conclusion
of a reconsideration report by the Planning Directorate amounts
to 589.

the recommendations of the Audit Office submitted in the relative
investigation reports. The Audit Office is insisting that the simplified
notification procedures applied in terms of the Development
Notification Order 2001 do not exempt MEPA from applying
planning policies in respect of such notifications, but unfortunately,
this is what is being carried out. The DNO is short-circuiting the
Structure Plan and other policies!

24.MEPA has informed this Office that it is expected that the
processing of requests for the reconsideration of decisions will
be in line with the provisions of Legal Notice 266/01 by the end
of the current calendar year. Whilst one hopes that this projection
would materialise, it is unwise to raise expectations unduly. Past
experience has shown how difficult it is to achieve this aim. The
main complaint against MEPA since its inception has been the
undue delay in processing of applications. Despite considerable
improvement, after thirteen years it is still a common complaint!

D. Enforcement

C. Role of Third Parties
25. Third parties are in general viewed as a nuisance by developers.
Whilst it has to be recognised that there have been improvements,
MEPA itself, however still needs to reinforce its dealing with third
parties. It should be borne in mind that the service being provided
by MEPA is being so provided on behalf of the Maltese community
and it is the interest of the community at large, and not the
seeker of an individual development permit which MEPA should
continuously protect.
26. A case in point is in the notification procedures relative to
mixed-use areas. By definition, areas of mixed-uses are those in
which two or more uses co-exist. The co-existence necessarily
means that the full potential of each use is not realised: the
different uses partially restrain each other. Notwithstanding this,
MEPA has been ignoring a particular use and improving conditions
relative to other uses thereby causing nuisance and in the process,
infringing the provisions of the Structure Plan. Two reports have
been issued by the Audit Office on the matter, both dealing with
the placing of Tables and Chairs outside catering establishments.
In one case, the existence of facilities for fishermen were ignored
whilst in another, there was no consideration of the fact that
third party residences are overlying a catering establishment.
Hence the clearance of a notification in terms of the Development
Notification Order (DNO) 2001, ignored the issue of nuisance to
third parties. This is the result of the fact that the DNO Office of
MEPA is generally ignoring planning policies when processing
notifications in terms of the Development Notification Order and
limiting itself strictly and exclusively to the parameters referred
to in the Development Notification Order. MEPA did not act on
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27. Enforcement action is a very weak link in the MEPA setup
due to the fact that Direct Action by MEPA is not resorted to
frequently enough to serve as a deterrent. Direct action is very
costly and MEPA has serious problems when it comes to recover
its expenses from the developer (as required by law). However,
it is relatively easy and does not require a large financial outlay
to deny the illegal developer the enjoyment of his development
by, for example, sealing off premises. Instead, a small number
of decisions have been taken which effectively, even if
unintentionally, assist the illegal developer. The MEPA acted in
these cases within the provisions of the law, but this Office
believes that the application of these provisions was not advisable
in these cases. This Office had an occasion to criticise a decision
to give an application to sanction an illegal development privileged
treatment. In other cases it is in the interest of the developer to
postpone a decision as long as possible as he is enjoying the
fruits of his illegal development. The MEPA co-operates by
continuous deferment of the final decision.
28. The MEPA cannot delay any more taking policy decisions on
how to render the enforcement of its decisions effective. Like
any other law-enforcement body, only the deterrent value of its
powers is really effective. Deterrence is only effective if the public
believes that any illegality would be discovered and the price to
pay for it is considerable. At present the MEPA generally acts
only following reports, and then its actions are rarely effective.
The message given to society is that it is improbable that an
illegal development would be removed, and even if this happens
the owner would have probably enjoyed the fruits of his illegal
act for a considerable period.
29. This Office is continuously faced with complaints that MEPA
does not follow up its own enforcement notices. This is resulting
in a reinforcement of a ‘cowboy attitude’ of habitual defaulters
with the consequent infringement of the rights of third parties.
30. The lack of effective enforcement action is also leading to
allegations of discriminatory treatment and of corrupt practices.
While it is obvious that the MEPA cannot advertise how it intends
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to follow up on direct action, the public has to feel that any
illegal development is liable to action at any time and nobody
is exempt. This Office is continuously receiving complaints that
action was taken against a particular person but not against
others who also have a similar illegal development.
Code of Ethics
31. In January 2005, in response to a request from the Hon.
Minister for Rural Affairs and the Environment, this Office had
drafted a Code of Ethics which is intended to be applicable to
all MEPA employees and appointees. The Hon. Minister had
informed this Office in writing of his intention to introduce the
Code of Ethics for all MEPA employees early in 2005.
32. This Office has been verbally informed that the draft Code
of Ethics is being currently discussed at Ministerial level. The
promulgation of a comprehensive Code of Ethics can be of
assistance to MEPA to improve its image as a modern and effective
organisation which believes in giving a good service to the
community.
Conclusion
33. The above is a focus on the major areas of concern in the
workings of MEPA which require prompt attention and action.
34. The MEPA, like any other ongoing organisation, faces
problems. This report did not consider all the problems. A frequent
complaint has only been treated in part: the question of delays
in the processing of applications. This was intentional, partly
because this problem has been considered at length in other
situations, but also to focus on other, equally important, but not
so-apparent problems. One of the most serious is the approval
of applications contrary to policy. While the number of such
decisions may be small, their effect can be very serious. In
particular as they lead to serious precedents which effectively
create policy. It is only occasionally that the public is aware of
this matter, and this only when prodded by an NGO or an
individual at the wrong end of a developer’s stick. This is
understandable as the public only reacts to issues with which it
can identify.

36. MEPA should understand that each development application
submitted for its consideration does not only involve the rights
of developers, but also those of society in general. Even if no
representations are submitted by third parties, MEPA is duty
bound to consider the impact on third parties in its decisions.
This is done in most cases but the Audit Office feels that there
are several instances where the impact on third parties should
be given more consideration. MEPA is not an agent for
development but in its land use planning function it is the tool
of the Maltese Community to control development as is clearly
stated in its mission statement.
37. Finally I would like to thank all the staff of the MEPA, whether
Board members or employees, for their continuous support and
co-operation. The setting up of the Audit Office was a very bold
decision. Few organisations would like to hand over all their
records to unhindered and unrestricted access by an independent
person with the right to expose any shortcomings to the public.
This report may appear to consider only these negative aspects.
This is inevitable. The Audit Office considers primarily complaints
from the public. Because of its nature it does not receive letters
with praise for the work which the MEPA is doing in improving
the quality of life by the careful management of the environment
in all its aspects. By concentrating on the most salient of these
negative features, the Audit Office hopes that it can contribute
to a more effective organisation. The positive features are there
for all to see.

Joseph Falzon
Audit Officer
17 October 2005

35. Delays in the determination of development applications
are primarily encountered in the processing of requests for the
reconsideration of DCC decisions. These are pending cases which
do not feature in the statistics, published monthly by MEPA,
hence misleading the public as to the actual number of cases
pending final determination.
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boards and committees
DCC A
Mrs Catherine Galea M.Q.R. B.Sc.(Eng) B.A. (Arch) A&CE

Chairman

Mr Felix Sciberrasl BE&A(Hons), A&CE

Member

Mr Carmel J Portelli

Member

Mr Anthony Mifsud HND(Agric.)

Member

Mr Damian Vella Lenicker BE&A(Hons), A&CE

Member

Mr Philip Azzopardi A&CE

Member

Mr Charles Calleja

Member

DCC B
Ms Mariella Axisa BE&A(Hons), A&CE

Chairman

Mr Paul Buhagiar B.E&A (Hons), A&CE

Member

Mr William Soler B.Sc(Eng.), B.A(Arch), A.M.I.C.E, A&CE

Member

Ms Elena Borg Costanzi BE&A(Hons), A&CE

Member

Mr Joe Spiteri Baily

Member

Mr Michael Bonnici

Member

Mr Patrick Calleja

Member

DCC C
Mr Norbert Gatt A&CE, Dip. restoration (Rome)

Chairman

Mr Mark Azzopardi BE&A(Hons), A&CE

Member

Mr Kenneth Zammit Endrich A&CE

Member

Mr Joe Attard Tabone

Member

Mr Claude Emvin Borg A&CE

Member

Ms Joanna Spiteri Staines A&CE

Member

Mr Claude Muscat

Member
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Heritage Advisory Board
Perit Konrad Buhagiar BE&A (Hons), Dip. Cons. (Rome), A&CE

Chairman

Perit Michael Ellul BE&A (Hons), Dip. Arch. (Rome), F.R.Hist.S. (London), A&CE, MQR

Vice Chairman

Prof Patrick J Schembri BSc, MSc, PhD (Glasgow), C Biol, FIBiol

Member

Prof Godfrey Wettinger BA, MA (Lond.), PhD (Lond.), MOM

Member

Dr Albert Ganado BA, LL.D, KM, MOM

Member

Dr David Mallia BE&A (Hons), LRSM, Dip. Cons. (Milan), PhD (Milan), A&CE

Member

Perit Joseph Bondin BE&A (Hons), A&CE

Member

Dr Vincent Depasquale BA, LL.D

Member

Mr Joseph C Sammut KM

Member

Mr Joe Attard Tabone

Member

Mr Anthony Pace BA, M Phil(Cantab), FCCF

Member

Users Committee
Mr Ian Mizzi

Malta Federation of Industry

Chairman

Mr Emanuel Abela

Consumers' Union

Member

Mr Mario DeBono

GRTU

Member

Dr Joe Doublet

Environmental and Heritage Groups

Member

Mr Albert P Mamo

Chamber of Commerce

Member

Mr Anthony Fenech Vella A & CE

Chamber of Architects and Civil Engineers

Member

Ms Antonia Farrugia

Local Councils Association

till 12.03.05
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Planning Consltative Committee
Mr Andrew Ellul BE&A (Hons), A&CE

Chamber of Architects & Civil Engineers

Chairman

Mr Francis Tabone M.B.A. (Maastricht), MIM.

Malta Environment and Planning Authority

Secretary

Mr Albert Mamo

The Malta Chamber of Commerce

Member

Mr Joe A Doublet BSc

Birdlife Malta

Member

Mr Lino D. Abela L.P.

Malta Federation of Industry

Member

Mr Saviour Portelli

Ghaqda Kaccaturi Nassaba u Konservazzjonisti

Member

Prof. Edward Mallia PhD (Oxon)

Moviment ghall-Ambjent

Member

Mr Joseph Bugeja

National Commission for the Disabled

Member

Mr David Dandria BSc (Zoology) Hons (Lond), ARCS

Nature TrustMember

Member

Mr Giovanni Buttigieg

Ecological Society

Member

Dr David Mallia
BE&A (Hons), LRSM, Dip Cons (Milan), A&CE

Din l-Art Helwa

Member

Mr Anton Spiteri

Wirt Ghawdex

Member

Prof Mario Buhagiar BA (Hons), M Phil (Lond), PhD (Lond)

Grupp Wirt Storiku

Member

Ms Marie Louise Mangion

Malta Tourism Authority

Member

Perit Catherine Galea B.Sc. (Eng), BA (Arch), A&CE

Council of Women of Malta

Member

Mr Joseph Meli ACEA, AFA, ACIFA, CSA

Malta Archaeological Society

Member

Mr Joe Houlton

Association of Estate Agents

Member

Mr Anthony Zammit

National Youth Council

Member

Mr Vince Farrugia B.A.(Hons) Econ, Decon, FITD

Association of General Retailers and Traders

Mr Charles Zammit

Local Councils Association
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Member
Member

Minerals Advisory Board
Dr Godwin Cassar
BArch, Dip BIE(R'ham), A&CE, FRTPI, FIMgt, D.Univ. (Honoris Causa)

Chairman

Dr Dimitrio Duca D.Geol. (Milan), FGS, FIAEG

Deputy Chairman

P.C. Vincent Mifsud

Commissioner of Police

P.C. Lawrence Cachia

Commissioner of Police

Mr Robert Musumeci

Ministry for Resources and Infrastructure

Mr Annetto Portelli

Works Division Explosives Section

Mr Anthony Pace BA, Mphil (Catab.), FCCF

Superintendent of Cultural Heritage

Director or his representative

Department of Agriculture

Director EPD or his representative

Environment Protection Directorate

Mr Vince Farrugia BA(Hons)Econ, D.Econ.FITD

Association of General Retailers and Traders

Director Health or his representative

Department of Health

Mr Franco Pisani

Acting Secretary

Ornis Committee
Mr Joe Sultana

Chairman

Mr Frederick Bowman

Representative for the Director of Environment

Mr Mark Gauci

Technical Advisor

Mr Joseph M. Mangion

Birdlife Malta

Mr Norman Chetcuti

Birdlife Malta

Mr Joe Perici Calascione

Federazzjoni Kaccaturi Nassaba Konservazzjonisti

Mr Lino Farrugia

Federazzjoni Kaccaturi Nassaba Konservazzjonisti
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IPPC
Mr Louis Vella B.Sc.(Hons) M.Sc.(Occ Hygene) (Lond)

Chairman

Ms Charmaine Vassallo B.Sc.(Hons) Bio & Chem

Officer responsible for pollution prevention and control

Mr Kevin Mercieca Bed (Hons), MSc, MCIWM

Officer responsible for waste management

Mr John Attard Kingswell M.Sc. Env. HLTH (EDIN)

Public Health Department

Mr Antoine Riolo BSc (Eng) MSc (Glas) MI Mech E C. Eng

Malta Resources Authority

Ms Ramona Scerri B.Sc. (Hons)

Officer responsible for discharges into the marine environment

Perit Michelle Piccinino B.E.&A.(Hons)

Development Control - MEPA

Ms Sarah Ruth Grech a B.Com(Hons)Econ

Ministry for Finance

Mr David Bugeja

Malta Maritime Authority

Mr Cedric Camilleri BSc (Hons) Bio. Chem

Occupational Health and Safety Authority

Insp. Alexander Miruzzi B.A. (Hons), C.P., MSC. (Leic.)

Malta Police

Dr. Duncan Chetcuti Ganado DVM

Food & Veterianry Regulation Division

Ms Fleur Bonett

Secretary

Mr Patrick Murgo

Resigned

Biosafety Committee
Dr Godwin Cassar

B.Arch, DipBIE(R’dam), A&CE, FRTPI, FCMI, D.Univ(B’gham) (Honoris Causa)

Chairman

Ms Nadia Lanzon

B.Sc.(Hons) Chem. Biol.

Member

Mr Cedric Camilleri

B.Sc.(Hons) Chem. Biol.

Member

Mr Alfred.E Baldacchino

D.P.A., D.E.S., P.G.D.Env. Mgt.,M.Sc. Env Plan & Mgt.

Member

Mr Victor Farrugia

M.Sc., H.N.D.H., D.D.D., M.A., DIP. Mgt

Member

Mr John Attard Kingswell

M.Sc.Environmental Health (Edinburgh)

Member

Dr Marion Zammit Mangion

B.Sc. Chem. Biol., M.Sc. Biotech(Kent) PhD.(Westmin) Molecular Biotechnology

Member

Mr Tristan Camilleri

B.Sc.(Hons.) Chem. Biol

Member

Mr Darrin Stevens

B.Sc. Biol. Chem., M.Sc. Biol.

Member
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report of the board members
The board members present their report and the audited financial
statements of the Authority for the year ended 30th September
2005.
Principal Activities
The Authority was set up on the 28th October 1992 for the
promotion of proper development of land and at sea, both public
and private, and the control of such development in accordance
with approved policies and plans. It carries out National Mapping
including carrying out land surveys of specific areas and keeping
up to date the national geographic database. It regulates the
alignment leveling of schemes and their interpretation on site.
With effect from March 1st 2002, the authority was designated
as the "Competent Authority" in terms of the Environment
Protection Act and assumed the following obligations:

Throughout this year, the Board met for a total of 45 times and
convened 28 Public Hearing Sessions.
Board Members
Independent Members
- Mr. Andrew Calleja I.A.P (Chairman) (Re-appointed 01.11.04)
- Mr. Victor Torpiano B.A. (Arch), B.Arch(Hons.), A&C.E. (Deputy
Chairman) (Re-appointed 01.11.04 for one year)
- Mr Ronald Azzopardi (resigned 01.03.05)
- Mr Michael Ellul B.E.&A (Hons), Dip.Arch.(Rome),
F.R.Hist.SLond), A&CE, M.Q.R. (appointed on 01.11.04)
- Mr Alfred Mangion B.Pharm (up to 31.10.04)
- Mr. Salvatore Mousu' (up to 31.10.04)

- To take all those measures, both preventive and remedial, that
may be necessary for the protection of the environment of
Malta

- Dr. Sandra Sladden Adv. Trib. Eccl. Melit., LL.D

- To collaborate with other environments and entities for the
protection of the world environment

- Mr Joe Tabone Jacono (appointed on 01.11.04 )

- To take into account the need of the environment when
deciding on economic or social matters

- Mr. Peter Zammit BE & A (Hons) A&C.E.

- To disseminate in Malta knowledge about the environment;
about pollution or threats of pollution; and facilitate the help
of all persons in the protection of the environment
- To endeavor to apply scientific and technical knowledge and
resources when deciding upon matters that effect the
environment

- Mr. Louis F. Cassar C Biol, MI Biol, p-gDip Env Mgt,
M.Sc(Env Plan & Mgt)

- Ms Simone Vella B.Sc. (appointed on 18th March, 2005)

Public Officers
- Mr. Leonard Callus
- Dr. Godwin Debono B.Sc., M.Sc., D.LL.C., Ph.D.
- Mr. Saviour Gauci
- Mr. Anthony Mifsud HND (Agric.)
- Dr. Karen Vincenti M.D., M.Sc., PG Dip.Inf.Dis

- To endeavor that food and drink, the land, the sea and the
air be free of contamination of any toxic substances of the
use from any unnecessary energies or from noise
- To safeguard the biological diversity of all species

Members of the House of Representatives
- Hon Joe Brincat M.P. LL.D
- Hon Joe Falzon B.E&A, (Hons), A & C.E, MP

- To safeguard the common heritage of mankind.
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In accordance with the Development Planning Act, 1992, the
eight independent members shall hold office for a period of
three years. These members may resign but may not be removed
except by a resolution of the House of Representatives on the
grounds of misconduct or inability to perform duties of their
office. The other members shall hold office until they are replaced
by the authority appointing them, as long as they remain public
officers or members of the House, as the case may require. No
member shall hold office for a consecutive period of seven years.
Statement of the Board Members Responsibilities
The Development Planning Act, 1992, requires the Board
Members to prepare financial statements for each financial year
which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the
Authority as at the end of the financial year and of its income
and expenditure for that year. In preparing those financial
statements, the Board Members are required to:

The Board Members are responsible for keeping proper accounting
records, which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time,
the financial position of the Authority and to enable them to
ensure that the financial statements comply with the Development
Planning Act, 1992, and International Financial Reporting
Standards. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets
of the Authority and for taking reasonable steps for the prevention
and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
Auditors
The auditors Deloitte & Touche have intimated their willingness
to continue in office.

By order of the Board

- adopt the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to
presume that the Authority will continue in business;
- select suitable accounting policies and then apply them
consistently;
- make judgments and estimates that are reasonable and
prudent;
- account for income and charges relating to the accounting
period on the accruals basis;

F. Tabone MBA (Maastricht) MIM.
Secretary

3rd November, 2005

- value separately the components of asset and liability items;
- report comparative figures corresponding to those of the
preceding accounting period.
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auditors’ report to the members of the
malta environmental planning authority
We have audited the financial statements of the Malta
Environment and Planning Authority on pages fifty seven to sixty
eight for the year ended 30th September, 2005. As described in
the statement of Board Members’ responsibilities on page fifty
five, these financial statements are the responsibility of the
Authority’s Board Members. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing. Those Standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by the Board Members, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
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In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view
of the state of affairs of the Authority as at 30th September,
2005 and of its surplus, changes in equity and cash flows for
the year then ended in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards and in compliance with the Development
Planning Act, 1992.

Paul Darmanin
DELOITTE & TOUCHE
Certified Public Accountants
3rd November, 2005
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income and expenditure account
year ended 30th september, 2005

2005

2004

Lm

restated
(note 6)
Lm

2,306,991

1,948,065

255,193
148,693
183,165
313,002

209,028
99,744
138,949
342,499

3,207,044

2,738,285

(85,203)

(103,594)

(416,552)

(340,681)

2,705,289

2,294,010

Recurrent expenditure (page 6)

(5,452,111)

(5,251,274)

Operating deficit

(2,746,822)

(2,957,264)

2,837,500

2,121,837

(48,949)

(46,219)

-

99,013

Bank interest receivable

13,054

14,881

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

54,783

(767,752)

Note
Development permit fees
Infrastructure services contribution
administration charge
Sale of maps and land survey fees
Fines
Other income

3

Refunds on refused and withdrawn applications
Increase in provision for unearned income
Earned income

Subvention receivable from Consolidated Fund
Funding of deficit of the Planning Appeals' Board

4

Reversal/movement on committed expenditure on
projects in progress at year end
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recurrent expenditure

year ended 30th september, 2005
2005

2004
restated
(note 6)

Note
Advertising
Auditors' remuneration
Bank charges
Cleaning of premises

Lm

Lm

32,467

28,672

2,360

2,360

15,511

12,176

20,512

20,924

199,786

196,975

Direct enforcement action expenses

41,605

77,931

Environment, planning and resource studies

Depreciation

7

56,497

11,055

Hospitality

9,970

12,267

Insurance

18,077

16,768

Legal fees

49,516

63,463

Materials, supplies and sundries

38,765

39,677

Overseas conferences

67,466

42,263

114,205

209,654

45,830

3,985

Programmes, initiatives and professional fees
Provision for doubtful debts

56,110

50,453

Public relations and exhibitions

Provision for retirement benefits

6,11

20,768

24,024

Remuneration of Authority Board Members

29,673

29,265

Remuneration of Sub-committees and other boards

93,439

87,086

Rent

54,834

39,422

137,835

69,602

Security

62,792

56,318

Stationery and printing

35,159

35,894

Repairs, upkeep and Microsoft Enterprise licence fees

Subscriptions, books and postage

38,457

55,871

106,881

121,141

Timber balcony grant scheme

20,000

20,000

Training

42,664

90,708

147,655

146,356

3,845,905

3,648,448

47,372

38,516

5,452,111

5,251,274

Telecommunications

Transport
Wages and salaries
Water and electricity
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balance sheet

year ended 30th september, 2005
2005

2004

Lm

restated
(note 6)
Lm

7

883,786

937,519

8
9

9,102
531,395
1,191,286

9,664
634,536
438,113

1,731,783

1,082,313

(3,420,438)

(2,935,594)

(1,688,655)

(1,853,281)

(804,869)

(915,762)

(594,685)

(538,575)

(1,399,554)

(1,454,337)

500,000
130,571
(2,030,125)

500,000
147,910
(2,102,247)

(1,399,554)

(1,454,337)

Note
Fixed assets
Tangible assets

Current assets
Stock
Debtors
Cash at bank

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

10

Net current liabilities

Total assets less current liabilities
Provision for liabilities and charges

11

Net liabilities

Endowment capital
Capital reserve
Accumulated deficits

12

Deficiency

These financial statements were approved by the Board Members on 3rd November, 2005 and signed on its behalf by:

Andrew Calleja
Chairman

Louis F. Cassar
Board Member

MALTA ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING AUTHORITY

Godwin Cassar
Director General
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Matthew Gatt
Director Corporate Services
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statement of changes in equity
year ended 30th september, 2005

Balance at 1st October, 2003
as originally reported
Provision for retirement
benefits (note 6)
Balance at 1st October, 2003
as restated
Deficit for the year
Transfer to income and
expenditure account amount
equivalent to depreciation on
fixed assets funded by
Government subvention
Balance at 30th September, 2004
Balance at 1st October, 2004
as originally reported
Provision for retirement
benefits (note 6)
Balance at 1st October, 2004
as restated
Surplus for the year
Transfer to income and
expenditure account amount
equivalent to depreciation on
fixed assets funded by
Government subvention
Balance at 30th September, 2005
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Endowment
capital

Capital
reserve

Accumulated
deficits

Total

Lm

Lm

Lm

Lm

500,000

165,249

(863,712)

(198,463)

-

-

(488,122)

(488,122)

500,000

165,249

(1,351,834)

(686,585)

-

-

(767,752)

(767,752)

-

(17,339)

17,339

-

500,000

147,910

(2,102,247)

(1,454,337)

500,000

147,910

(1,563,672)

(915,762)

-

-

(538,575)

(538,575)

500,000

147,910

(2,102,247)

(1,454,337)

-

-

54,783

54,783

-

(17,339)

17,339

-

500,000

130,571

(2,030,125)

(1,399,554)
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cash flow statement

year ended 30th september, 2005
2005

2004

Lm

restated
(note 6)
Lm

Note
Cash flows from operating activities
Surplus/(deficit) for the year
Adjustments for:
Depreciation
Provision for retirement benefits
(Profit)/loss on disposal of tangible assets
Interest receivable

54,783

(767,752)

199,786
56,110
(3,875)
(13,054)

196,975
50,453
549
(14,881)

Operating surplus/(deficit) before working capital movement
Movement in stock
Movement in debtors
Movement in creditors

293,750
562
103,141
484,844

(534,656)
(3,352)
337,887
92,976

Net cash flows from operating activities

882,297

(107,145)

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments to acquire tangible assets
Proceeds from disposal of tangible assets
Interest received

(146,053)
3,875
13,054

(295,246)
686
14,881

Net cash flows from investing activities

(129,124)

(279,679)

Net movement in cash and cash equivalents

753,173

(386,824)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

438,113

824,937

1,191,286

438,113

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

MALTA ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING AUTHORITY
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notes to the financial statement
year ended 30th september, 2005
1. Basis of preparation
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance with the Development
Planning Act, 1992 and International Financial Reporting Standards. The more important accounting policies are set out below.
2. Principal accounting policies
Tangible assets
Tangible assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any recognised impairment loss. Depreciation is charged so
as to write off the cost of assets, less any estimated residual value over their estimated useful lives using the straight-line method,
on the following basis:
Improvements to leasehold premises
Furniture, fixtures and fittings
Computer and other equipment
Motor vehicles
Electrical and other equipment

-

5%
15%
15% - 20%
20%
10% - 15%

Impairment
At each balance sheet date the Authority reviews the carrying amount of its tangible assets to determine whether there is any
indication that those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset
is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss and the carrying amount of the asset is reduced to its
recoverable amount, as calculated. Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset is increased
to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount
that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior years. Impairment losses/reversals
are recognised in the profit and loss account immediately, unless the relevant asset is carried at a revalued amount in which case
the impairment loss/reversal is treated as a revaluation movement.
Stock
Stock is valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost is calculated using the weighted average method.
Financial instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the Authority’s balance sheet when the Authority has become party to
the contractual provisions of the instrument.
(i) Trade and other debtors
Trade and other debtors are stated at their nominal value as reduced by appropriate allowances for estimated irrecoverable
amounts.
(ii) Trade and other creditors
Trade and other creditors are stated at their nominal value.
Revenue recognition
(i) Subventions from Government
Subventions available to cover recurrent expenditure are reflected in the Authority’s income and expenditure account.
Subventions available to fund fixed asset expenditure are transferred to a capital reserve. An amount equivalent to the
depreciation on the fixed assets concerned is subsequently debited to this reserve.
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(ii) Interest receivable
Interest income is recognised on an accrual basis.
Unearned income
A substantial portion of the income of the Authority is derived from Development Permit Fees, which are received with
applications for development permits in advance of the completion of the work connected therewith.
A provision is made at the end of each financial year to recognise the unearned income representing:
(i) income received for development applications which have not yet been determined;
(ii) income received for inspection and enforcement work which has not yet been performed; and
(iii) refunds which may be due on applications not yet determined.
Retirement benefits costs
For defined benefit plans, the cost of providing benefits is determined using the projected unit credit method, with estimations
being carried out at each balance sheet date. Past service cost is recognised immediately to the extent that the benefits are
already vested, and otherwise is amortised on a straight-line basis over the average period until the amended benefits become
vested. The amount recognised in the balance sheet represents the present value of the defined benefit obligation.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash in hand and deposits repayable on demand, less bank advances repayable within three
months of the date of the advance.
3. Other income
2005

Administration charge re: Commuted Parking Payment Scheme
Administration charge re: Environmental Initiatives in Partnership Programme
Compliance certificates
Direct enforcement action
Fees for disposal of waste material
Income from reconsideration of applications
Miscellaneous income
Planning control
Profit/(loss) on disposal of tangible assets
Recharge of professional fees
Reversal of over-accrued direct enforcement action income

MALTA ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING AUTHORITY
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2004

Lm

Lm

80,721
112,376
56,297
16,391
37,391
51,581
7,396
3,875
9,380
(62,406)

72,529
46,660
55,455
46,097
34,727
30,428
7,133
(549)
50,019
-

313,002

342,499
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4. Funding of deficit of the Planning Appeals’ Board
In accordance with Section 15(8) of the Development Planning Act, 1992, the Authority is required to provide the Planning
Appeals Board with the funds required by the Board for the performance of its functions.
5. Taxation
In accordance with Section 11 of the Development Planning Act, 1992, the Authority is exempt from any liability for the payment
of income tax.
6. Provision for retirement benefits
During the financial year ended 30th September, 2005, the Authority adopted International Accounting Standard 19 - Employee
Benefits, which accounting policy deals with retirement benefit costs, which the Authority will incur under the Pensions Ordinance.
The adoption of this accounting policy has been accounted for retrospectively in accordance with the requirements of International
Accounting Standard 8 - Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors and consequently the comparative
financial statements have been restated.
The impact on the financial statements resulting from this change may be analysed as follows:
Accumulated
deficits
Lm
Increase in accumulated deficits relating to periods prior to 1st October, 2003

488,122

Increase of deficit for the year ended 30th September, 2004

50,453

Net effect on accumulated deficits brought forward as at 1st October, 2004
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538,575

7. Tangible assets
Improvements
to leased
premises

Furniture,
fixtures
and fittings

Computer
and other
equipment

Motor
vehicles

Electrical
and other
equipment

Total

Lm

Lm

Lm

Lm

Lm

Lm

Cost
At 01.10.2004
Additions
Disposals

1,149,468
17,814
-

341,008
13,316
-

1,511,171
114,923
(41,230)

21,586
-

318,058
-

3,341,291
146,053
(41,230)

At 30.09.2005

1,167,282

354,324

1,584,864

21,586

318,058

3,446,114

Depreciation
At 01.10.2004
Provision for the year
Released on disposal

522,522
58,363
-

282,432
14,821
-

1,261,704
125,867
(41,230)

21,586
-

315,528
735
-

2,403,772
199,786
(41,230)

At 30.09.2005

580,885

297,253

1,346,341

21,586

316,263

2,562,328

Net book value
At 30.09.2004

626,946

58,576

249,467

-

2,530

937,519

At 30.09.2005

586,397

57,071

238,523

-

1,795

883,786

The Authority has incurred, since inception, capital expenditure totalling Lm1,167,282 (2004 – Lm1,149,468) on improving the
Authority’s and Appeals Board’s premises at Floriana and the Authority’s premises in Gozo. Formal lease agreements have been
signed with the Commissioner of Land during 1998 for the Authority’s leased premises in Malta and Gozo, specifying that the
lease agreement is for a one-year period, thereafter renewable at the option of Government from year to year, with a definite
lease period not established. The capital expenditure incurred is being depreciated at 5% per annum on the assumption that
the Authority will continue to occupy the premises for at least 20 years from the date of the improvement.
At 30th September, 2005, tangible assets costing Lm1,720,816 (2004 – Lm1,606,106) were fully written off but still in use
by the Authority.
8. Stock

Consumables
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2005

2004

Lm

Lm

9,102

9,664

9. Debtors

Trade debtors
Other debtors
Account with the Government of Malta
Prepayments and accrued income

2005

2004

Lm

Lm

355,526
80,560
95,309

306,588
74,526
612
252,810

531,395

634,536

2005

2004

Lm

Lm

188,349
247,419
2,291,694
692,976

363,637
193,186
1,875,142
503,629

3,420,438

2,935,594

10. Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

Amounts due for Infrastructure Services
Other creditors
Unearned income
Accruals and deferred income

11. Provision for liabilities and charges
Provision for retirement benefits
The provision for retirement benefits represents the year-end provision for likely future liabilities relating to pensions of employees,
arising under the Pensions Ordinance, who joined the public service before the 15th January, 1979 and were subsequently
transferred to the Authority on its inception or at a later date. The provision has been computed in accordance with the accounting
policy stated in note 2 and represents the Authority’s obligation discounted to the net present value after considering the average
life expectancy of such employees and expected increases in salaries, where applicable. The movement in the provision for
retirement benefits may be analysed as follows:

2005

2004

Lm

Lm

Balance at 1st October
Charge for the year

538,575
56,110

488,122
50,453

Balance at 30th September

594,685

538,575
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12. Endowment capital
In accordance with Section 7(1) of the Development Planning Act, 1992, the endowment capital of the Authority is Lm500,000.
13. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents included in the cash flow statement comprise the following balance sheet amounts:

Cash at bank

2005

2004

Lm

Lm

1,191,286

438,113

14. Administration of specific funds
The Authority is responsible for the collection and administration of special funds on behalf of third parties which are to be
applied for specific purposes. At 30th September, 2005, the funds and other assets held by the Authority are analysed as follows:

Cash at bank
Debtors

2005

2004

Lm

Lm

3,642,104
101,408

3,321,979
154,408

3,743,512

3,476,387

2005

2004

Lm

Lm

2,717,606
1,025,906

2,629,845
846,542

3,743,512

3,476,387

These assets are held in respect of:

Commuted Parking Payment Scheme
Environmental Initiatives on Partnership Programme Funds

The Authority earns an administration fee of 3% per annum of the funds held on behalf of the Commuted Parking Payment
Scheme as well as 10% upon receipt of all Environmental Initiatives on Partnership Programme Funds contributed by applicants.
In the year under review, the administration fee of 10% on the Environmental Initiatives on Partnership Programme Funds has
also been charged on arrears of all the funds received up to 30th September, 2004.
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15. Contingent liabilities
Due to the very nature of its activities, the Authority is currently defending in Court a number of claims or legal proceedings
which might lead to a liability falling due which, owing to their very special nature, cannot be reasonably quantified. Based on
information available to the Authority no current claims or legal proceedings is deemed to be exceptional or which could lead
to a significant liability falling on the Authority and therefore no provision for any claims or legal proceedings was deemed
necessary as at the balance sheet date.
Furthermore, at the balance sheet date, the Authority had issued the following bank guarantees:
(i) Lm40,000 against a case involving one of its former employees who is defending a civil action for damages in connection
with the performance of his duties, which in the Authority’s opinion, the claim is unfounded and no provision has been made
in these financial statements in this respect; and
(ii) Lm40,600 to comply with an agreement reached with the European Commission against its contribution to the Nature
Trust Project.
16. Financial instruments
Financial assets of the Authority include cash classified as current assets in the balance sheet, as well as debtors. Financial liabilities
of the Authority include creditors. The accounting policies for these assets and liabilities are set out in note 2 to the financial
statements and those policies are directed towards the establishment of fair values for these assets and liabilities.
Fair values
At 30th September, 2005 and 2004 the fair values of financial assets and liabilities were not materially different from their carrying
amounts.
17. Financial risk management
Credit risk
Financial assets which potentially subject the Authority to concentrations of credit risk consist principally of debtors. Trade debtors
are presented net of an allowance for doubtful debts. Credit risk with respect to debtors is limited due to the credit control
procedures in place.
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revenue and expenditure estimates
for the year ending 30 september 2006

(in terms of section 7 of the development planning act, 1992)

projected income and expenditure account

Income
Unearned income brought forward
Development permit fees (net of refunds)
Administration of infrastructure and services contributions
Income from sanctioning of illegal development
and issuance of compliance certificates, DNOs, etc.
Other income
Unearned income carried forward

Expenditure
Salaries and remuneration
Training
Overseas conferences
Staff welfare
Depreciation
Environment, planning and resource studies
Timber balcony grant scheme
Administration and operational expenses

Operating deficit
Subvention from Government
Funding of deficit of the Planning Appeals' Board
(Deficit)/Surplus for the year

MALTA ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING AUTHORITY

ESTIMATES
Year ending
30.09.06

ACTUAL
Year ended
30.09.05

ESTIMATES
Year ended
30.09.05

Lm

Lm

Lm

2,291,694
1,986,306
250,000

1,875,142
2,205,153
255,193

1,875,142
1,495,858
200,000

72,000
567,000
(2,200,000)

73,562
600,987
(2,291,694)

60,000
430,000
(1,800,000)

2,967,000

2,718,343

2,261,000

4,146,525
73,000
65,000
34,500
200,000
57,240
20,000
1,306,541

3,994,832
42,664
67,466
30,295
199,786
56,497
20,000
1,040,571

3,985,320
67,600
45,000
35,000
200,000
89,000
20,000
1,071,191

5,902,806

5,452,111

5,513,111

(2,935,806)
2,670,500
(27,500)

(2,733,768)
2,837,500
(48,949)

(3,252,111)
2,837,500
(60,000)

(292,806)

54,783

(474,611)
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projected cash flow statement
ESTIMATES
Year ending
30.09.06

ACTUAL
Year ended
30.09.05

ESTIMATES
Year ended
30.09.05

Lm

Lm

Lm

(292,806)
200,000
56,110
(91,694)
35,219
46,475

54,783
199,786
56,110
(3,875)
416,552
68,292
562
103,141

(474,611)
200,000
(75,142)
37,817
27,325

Cash (used in)/from operations

(46,696)

895,351

(284,611)

Investing Activities
Capital Expenditure
Office accommodation – Malta
Mapping equipment
Land survey equipment
Information technology
Furniture, fixtures and fittings
Motor vehicles
Proceeds from disposal of tangible fixed assets

25,000
110,000
25,000
11,000
-

17,814
186
413
114,324
13,316
(3,875)

25,000
140,000
-

Net cash outflow in investing activities

171,000

142,178

165,000

Net cash (outflow)/inflow

(217,696)

753,173

(449,611)

(Deficit)/Surplus for the year
Add back: Depreciation
Provision for retirement benefits
Profit on disposal of tangible fixed assets
(Decrease)/Increase in unearned income
Increase in creditors
Decrease in stocks
Decrease in debtors
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notes to the estimates
Overlap of income
Income received from Development Permit Fees in advance of the processing work connected therewith, is considered to be unearned
income. This means that, at any point in time, the Authority is in possession of funds for development permit applications, which
have yet to be processed. Therefore, should the application be eventually refused, one half of the development permit fee will become
refundable.
Subvention From Government
The Government in its estimates for the 2006 fiscal year has voted a subvention of Lm2,594,000. Accordingly the amount voted
to the Authority for the fiscal year 2006 has been estimated at:
Recurrent vote
Lm2,594,000
The subvention figures appearing in the estimates are made up as follows:
Lm
725,000

Amounts receivable in October to December 2005 from
Government Budget for the MEPA for 2005
Amounts receivable in January to September 2006 from

1,945,500

Government Budget for 2006 (75% of Lm2,594,000)

2,670,500
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